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Jijuyu-zanmai
(Samadhi of The Self) by Menzan Zuiho Osho

Preface
An ancient master said, " [The literal meaning of the name] Vairocana1 is the universally illuminating light. This word has two connotations. One is that the Tathagata inwardly illuminates the true dharma-world with the light of wisdom. This connotation is based on the concept, action, of self-enjoyment (Jijuyu)2. The second is that the Tathagata outwardly illuminates people and teaches them with the light of his body. This second connotation is based on the concept, action of other-enjoyment. (tajuyu).
This is the origin of the term Jijuyu-zanmai3. Nevertheless, the ancient master only talked about the Tathagata who has already entered buddhahood, and did not say that the same virtue inherently exists in the practice of ordinary sentient beings who are in the causal rank for attaining buddhahood. This is because, as a scholar of a teaching- school4, he was caught by the distinction between the Tathagata and sentient beings. The essence of the Buddhasand Patriarchs5 is different.
Great Master Rinzai* said,
"If you want to become the same as the Patriarchs and the Buddhas do not seek anything outside. The pure light of your mind is nothing but the dharma-body of Buddha."
Zen Master Wanshi7 said,
"It emits Light and the great thousand-worlds appear. Each and every thing in the world is nothing other than the realm of the Jijuyu of my self and its essential function."
We must keep in mind that, from medieval times (the Song, Yuang dynasty China, 10th to 14th Century), the way of practice changed and the essential function was lost because practitioners became dazzled by the practice of seeing koan-stories. Dogen the founder of Eiheiji monastery, alone was not blinded and said,
"Eihei ( I ) sometimes enter Jijuyu-zanmai. Each of you has to grasp it and make free use of it."
How fortunate that we can encounter the udumbara flower8 blooming in the forest of falseness that characterizes this decadent age. How can we help but show our gratitude and practice diligently.
January first, the third year of Genbun (1738).
Zuihó, a practitioner of Wakasa.9


	Vairocana is the principal Buddha in the Kegonkyo (Avatamsaka-sutra). This Buddha is considered to be sambhogakaya (hojin). This is also the name of the principal Buddha in the Dainichikyó (Mahavairocana sutra). This Buddha is considered to be a dharmahaya (hosshin) in the sutra. In Japan this Buddha is known as Dainichinyorai. The original meaning of the Sanskrit word is something which glitters or shines, in other words, the sun , and is a symbol of the limitless wisdom of the Buddha.

Jijuyii means to receive the merit from one's practice and enjoy it by oneself. This is the opposite of tajuyu which is the Buddha's function of giving the merit of his practice or enlightenment to sentient beings in order to teach them and lead them to practice.
Zanmai is Japanese pronounciation of the Sanskrit word samadhi.
	Teaching-school is a term used by the Zen school to refer to other schools of Buddhism such as the Tendai, Kegon, Sanron, or Hosso schools, since the teachings of these schools are based on certain scriptures. Examples are the Lotus-sutra on which the Tendai school is based, and the Avatamsaka-sutra on which the Kegon school is founded. Practitioners of the Zen school feel that their practice is not based on any written teachings and the boddha-mind is grasped directly through practice.
	'Buddhas and Patriarchs' is a translation for the Japanese word busso. Butsu means a Buddha. So means an ancestor or founder of a religion or a school. In Zen, prominent masters who embodied the Way and transmitted the buddha-dharma were called Soshi (ancestral master). Apparently, at some American Zen centers, the word 'patriarch' is no longer used because it is associated with the idea of patriarchy. However, let me use it until I find an alternative.
	Rinzai Gigen (Linji Yixuan) [?-867] was the founder of the Rinzai school of Zen in China.
	Wanshi Shógaku (Hongzhi Zhengjue) [1091-1157] was a famous Zen master in the Soto lineage in Song dynasty China. He was the abbot of Tendo (Tiantong) monastery where Dógen later practiced with Nyojó (Rujing). Wanshi put emphasis on practicing zazen rather than koan-practice which was popular at that time. His style of practice was called mokusho-zen (silent I illuminating zen). Dógen respected Wanshi and praised him as Wanshi kobutsu (the ancient buddha).
	It is said that the udumbara flower bloms only once in three thousand years. In Buddhist literature this is used metaphorically to show the difficulty of encountering the Buddha's appearance in the world.
	Wakasa is the name of a region (presently Fukui Prefecture), where Menzan lived when he published the Jijuyu-Zanmai.


Jijuyu-Zanmai
The teachings of the Tathagata1 found in the various sutras2 have been classified as sudden and gradual, provisional and direct3. These teachings contain various types of preaching since they were given according to the qualities of the people the Buddha taught. The true enlightenment4 of the Tathagata is not manifested directly in these sutras, since they are provisional teachings. Although the Buddha expressed his true mind in some Mahayana5 sutras, in many cases, the true teachings are no longer true because the commentators of those sutras and commentaries6 interpret-ed them with their ordinary discriminating minds and intellectual understanding7. That is why it is said in the Zóhóketsugikyó8 that interpretation through words stands against the Buddhas in the past, present, and future. Also, in the Ryógakyó9 it is said that the Buddha did not speak even one word during the forty-nine years he taught. From this, it should be clear that the true enlightenment of the Tathagata can never be grasped by words or by discrimination10, nor by the illusory mind11 of ordinary human beings.
When the Buddha was on Mount Ryóju12 with his one million students, he picked up a flower and blinked, and the Venerable Mahakasyapa13 smiled. At that time, the Tathagata said to the assembly,
"I transmit the shobogenzo nehanmyóshin14 (the storehouse of the true dharma-eye, the incomparable life in Nirvana) to Mahakasyapa."15
This nehanmyoshin is the Tathagata's true enlightenment which preceeds language, discrimination, and illusoiy mind. This is also called the Jijuyu-zanmai which has been transmitted for fifty-one generations from [the Buddha] to Bodhidharma in India, down through the Sixth Patriarch, Eno (Huineng) in China, and to Eihei Dógen in Japan.
The simultaneous practice-enlightenment16 of this samadhi is nothing other than kekkafuza (full-lotus sitting)17 which we practice today. Tentatively, this samadhi is called zazen18. The reason it is referred to as zazen is as follows: Bodhidharma19 came from India to China and sat facing the wall at Shorin Temple on Mt. Suzan for nine years. At that time, people who did not understand that what he was practicing was Jijuyu-zanmai, that is, the Tathagata's Shobogenzo-Nehanmyoshin, called him the brahmana20 who practices zazen. The posture of his practice was similar to that of the dhyana of the four stages and samadhi of the eight stages21 described by the Buddhist scholars of the time. That is why his practice was commonly called zazen. Consequently, his successors were called followers of the Zen school22.
Originally, the Shobogenzo-nehanmyoshin, which has been directly transmitted through the Buddhas and Patriarchs23, was not necessarily called zazen (sitting meditation) . Shall we practice only zen (dhyana or meditation) and make it our sole principle? There is meditation among the six paramitas, and there is samadhi among the three basic Buddhist practices.24 Since this meditation should be practiced by all bodhisattvas, there is no reason to single it out particularly, call it shobogenzo-nehanmyoshin, and transmit it. The proof of this lies in the words of Master Sekito25, "This dharma-gate26 has been transmitted among Buddhas. It is not limited to dhyana, diligence, etc. All that is necessary is to attain the buddha awareness27."
Dhyana and diligence, etc., is an abbreviation for the six paramitas. This dharma-gate has been directly transmitted from Buddha to Buddha, generation after generation. The Buddha's awareness called nehanmyoshin, is perfect  and always quietly illuminating itself.
Therefore, you must understand that Zen is just a provisional name. Jijuyu-zanmai is shobogenzo nehanmyoshin and Buddha's wisdom, i.e. Anuttara-Samyak-sambodhi28. This is also called jintsu-daikomyozo (the storehouse of the great light of wisdom)29. It is also referred to as Muryogisho-zanmai (the samadhi of limitless meanings)30, Hokyo-zanmai (the Samadhi of the precious mirror)31, Tojio-zanmai, or Zanmai-o-zanmai (the king of samadhis)", and Birushana-zo-zanmai (the samadhi of Vairocana Buddha symbolizing the whole universe)33.
This is the be-all of the Buddhas and the end-all of the Patriarch sit. Understand this clearly and believe that this [Jijuyu-zanmai] is shinjin-datsuraku datsuraku-shinjin (dropping off body and mind, body and mind dropped off) 35.
All of these terms taken from the various teachings of the Buddhas and Patriarchs are names for the zazen we practice.
Although a great many people practice zazen, almost all of them practice in the way of ordinary people, Hinayana practitioners30, or bodhisattvas with provisional Mahayana understanding37, Those who understand Jijuyu-zanmai as the true enlightenment of all Buddhas are very few.
That is why some hurry on their way to gain enlightenment by wrestling with koans." Some struggle within themselves, searching for the subject39 that sees and hears,Some try to rid themselves of their delusory thoughts in order to reach a pleasant place of no-mind, no-thought40. Many other methods of practicing zazen were advocated by various teachers in the Song, Yuan, and Ming dynasties in China41. But, it appears that fewer than one in a hundred knew the true samadhi transmitted by the Buddhas and Patriarchs.
Koan practice started in Song dynasty China. There was no such practice during the time of Bodhidharma or Eno, the Sixth Patriarch. The tradition of koan practice did not originate with Seigen or Nangaku42. It was established by and based on the biased ideas of the masters of the Song dynasty. Although some have said that koan practice was started by Obaku Kiun43, there is no basis for this. It is nonsense to say that Obaku suggested to his students to learn the Mu koan of Joshu44 (the anecdote about a dog's buddha-nature), since Obaku was already dead when Joshu talked about it. Also, not all koans were created in order to encourage people to practice zazen.
Searching for the subject that sees and hears is also useless. The harder you look for the subject, the more you will tire of wastefully struggling, since what is seeking and what is being sought cannot be separated. Understand that your eyes cannot see themselves. Arousing the mind to eliminate illusory thoughts is like pouring oil on a fire to extinguish it. The fire will blaze with increased strength.
There are many other ways to practice zazen, butamong them, the properly transmitted genuine way is not to be found. This is why Dogen Zenji criticized the Zazenshin or Zazenmei in the Keitoku-Dentoroku and the Katai-FutOroku etc. 45, saying that none expressed the Way which has been properly transmitted. Many teachers, both in China and Japan appreciate the Zazengi in the Zennen-Shingi46 written by Choro Sosaku (Zhanglu Zongze). Nevertheless, Dogen Zenji criticized it saying that it was not the way of Hyakujo, and that it had lost the essential point of the Patriarchs' teachings47. This Zazengi is presently incorporated as the last part of the Shiburoku48.
Why did he abandon the guiding principle created by his predecessors, saying that their words were not true? Those teachers in medieval times (Song dynasty China) thought that we are all deluded and that if we practice zazen, we could gain enlightenment as a result of the power accumulated by zazen practice. They also thought that after gaining enlightenment, there would be no further need to practice zazen. They compared it to a boat which is no longer necessary once the other shore is reached.
People in the present day often practice zazen in this manner. This is the attitude of ordinary people, Hinayana practitioners, and bodhisattvas within the provisional Ma- hayana practice of zazen. They aspire to rid themselves of delusions and to gain enlightenment; to eliminate illusory thoughts and to obtain the truth. This is nothing but creating the karma of acceptance and rejection. Such anattitude is just another form of dualism, in that one escapes from one thing and chases after another. If we think this kind of practice is the same as that transmitted by the Buddhas and Patriarchs, as the Tathagata's zanmai-o-zamnai, or as Bodhidharma's sitting facing the wall for nine years, these also become mere methods to rid oneself of delusions and to obtain enlightenment. What a pitiful view!
In the last several hundred years, a great many have adhered to this attitude, both in China and Japan. All mistake a broken piece of tile for gold, or a fish eye for a jewel, because they do not yet clearly understand the essence of the great dharma.
The true zazen which has been transmitted by the Buddhas and Patriarchs is the Tathagata's Jijuyu-zanmai. It is the state in which the body and mind of perfect nirvana always abide peacefully. In the Lotus-sutra, the Tathagata' s zazen is called muryogisho-zanmai (the samadhi of infinite meaning). In the Mahaprajnya-sutra it is called tóji-ó-zanmai (the king of samadhis). It is referred to as zanmai-ó-zanmai in the Daihon-Hannya-Kyó), and Zen master Tozan Ryokai49 named it hókyó-zanmai (the samadhi of the precious mirror) . Obviously, zazen is not a practice for getting rid of delusions and gaining enlightenment. When the Buddha transmitted this zazen to the Venerable Mahakashyapa, he called it shóbdgenzó-nehanmyóshin. Sekito expressed it by saying, "The heart of the Great Master in India has been transmitted intimately from person to person in both theEast and the West."50 Tózan also said, "The dharma of nyoze51 has been transmitted intimately through the Buddhas and Patriarchs." This nehanmyóshin was transmitted for twenty-eight generations right up to Bodhidharma in India. This Great Master came to China and transmitted the same samadhi to the Second Patriarch, Eka52. We must learn Bodhidarma's teaching thoroughly I What is his teaching?-- To live facing the wall unwaveringly and to see that ordinary people and sages are one and the same53. We must also study carefully the words of the Second Patriarch, "Always be clearly aware54."
The essence of their teachings was transmitted through twenty-three generations, up to Nyojo of Mt. Tendo55 of the Song dynasty. Eihei Dogen went to China, practiced under Nyojo, and received the transmission of this jijuyu-zanmai. After he returned to Japan, he advocated this samadhi, calling it shinjin-datsuraku datsuraku-shinjin (dropping off body and mind, body and mind dropped off). This is another name for anuttarasamyaku-sambodhi (ultimate awareness) . This awareness transcends the ranks of ordinary people, Hinayana, the ten stages of bodhisattvas and togaku56. Therefore, it is said, "Directly enter into the stage of the Tathagata. Just take the essence, do not worry about trifling things."
The practice of the six paramitas of a bodhisattva and all of the eighty four thousand dharma-gates57 [of the Buddha] are without exception included in this jijuyu-zanmai. This is why it is said that as soon as you clarify the Tathagata Zen58, the six paramitas and all other practices are complete within yourself59. It is also said in another sutra that when you sit in the upright posture and are aware of reality, all evil is like frost or a drop of dew--if you settle in this samadhi, all evil will disappear as promptly as frost or a drop of dew disappears under the sun.
In the Shôdôka we find the expression, "Being aware of reality, there is neither subject nor object, and we are immediately released from the karma of the hell of incessant suffering70." When you sit in this samadhi, you will enter directly into the realm of the Tathagata. Therefore, this samadhi is endowed with the limitless virtue of the roots of goodness, and the limitless obstructions of one's evil deeds caused by evil karma will disappear without a trace. As this samadhi is truly the incomparable, great dharma-wheel61, and the practice of ever going beyond buddhahood62, it is beyond words and discriminating thoughts.
If you were to encounter such a true-dharma in the infinite eons of transmigration in the rounds of life-and- death, even one day of your life would be more precious than millions of years without the true-dharma. So, devote yourself diligently to this samadhi, cherishing every second.
Now I will explain in detail the way to clarify and rely on this samadhi. This is done simply by not clouding the light63 of your Self. When the light of the Self is clear, you follow neither konchin (dullness) nor sanran (distraction)64.
The Third Patriarch said, "When the cloudless light illum- minates itself, there is no need to make mental struggle, there is no waste of energy."65 This is the vital point of the practice and enlightenment of this samadhi. "The cloudless light illuminates itself" means the light of the Self shines brightly. "Not to make mental struggle" means not to add the illusory mind's discrimination to the reality. When you make mental struggle, the light becomes illusory mind and brightness becomes darkness. If you do not make mental struggle, the darkness itself becomes the Self illumination of the light. This is similar to the light of a jewel illuminating the jewel itself. For example, it is like the light of the sun or the moon illuminating everything-mountains and rivers, human beings and dogs, etc. equally, without differentiation or evaluation. Also, a mirror66 reflects everything without bothering to discriminate. In this jijuyu-zanmai, just keep the light [of the self] unclouded without being concerned with discrimination of objects. This is the meaning of Wanshi Zenji's expression in his Zazenshin.67
"The be-all of Buddhas and the end-all of Patriarchs.
Knowing without touching things.
Illuminating without facing objects."68
When you practice and learn the reality of zazen thoroughly, the frozen blockage of illusory mind will naturally melt away. If you think that you have cut off illusory mind, instead of simply clarifying how illusory mind melts, illusory mind will come up again, as though you had cut thestem of a blade of grass or the trunk of a tree and left the root alive. This is very natural.
For this reason. when you practice the buddha-dhama" j you must study and clarify the essence of practice- enlightenment of the Buddhas and Patriarchs under the guidance of a true teacher to whom the dharma has been properly transmitted; otherwise, you will be wasting your time, no matter how long or hard you practice.
Mumyo (fundamental delusion)70 is called illusory mind. It is the source of the rounds of delusory life-and- death71 from the immeasurable past. It is our discriminating mind which obstinately clings to body, mind, the world, and all things, as being the way we have perceived and recognized them until now. For example, although something good is not always good, we hold stubbornly to what we think is good. Something evil is not always evil, yet we become attached to our own judgement and make it a preconception. Even if you think something is good, others may think it is evil. Even if you think something is evil, others may think it good. And, even if both you and others think something may be good or evil today, fundamentally such judgements merely accord with illusory mind which manifests itself in the form of one's own knowledge, views, and experiences. This is true not only of our judgements about good and evil, but also our views about being and non-being, hatred and love» etc... All these differentiations regarding all existance arise from illusory mind.
Birds fly in the sky without any trouble, but fish cannot live in the sky. Fish swim freely in the water, though birds will die in the water. Maggots do not think feces is filthy. A tademushi72 does not know bitterness. A fire mouse73 lives in fire. There is a species of crab that lives in very hot water.
Illusory mind is the root of delusion, that is, stubborn attachment to a one-sided point of view formed by our own conditioned perception based on personal experiences. Suffering in one world may be comfort in another world. It is said that observing the precepts for a sravaka is breaking the precepts for a bodhisattva. Each living being in the ten realms74 has its own view of everything. How could their pictures of the world possibly be the same ?! Originally, all beings are outside of illusory mind and are beyond evaluation or differentiation. You must realize this clearly and without any doubt.
There was a great king in India. Once he gathered a group of blind people together and had them touch an elephant . After they had touched the elephant the king asked them, "What is the shape of the elephant ? Tell me what you think."
Among the blind people, the one who had touched the elephant's leg said, "An elephant is something like a laquered barrel."
The one who had touched the tail said, "An elephant is something like a broom."
The one who had touched the abdomen said, "An elephant is something like a big drum."
The one who had touched the ear said, "An elephant issomething like a dust pan."
And, the one who had touched the trunk said, "An elephant is something like a thick rope."
Then the king said, "How pitiful these blind people are ! Each of them thinks an elephant is something like this or that according to their individual experiences of touching the different parts of the elephant. If they could see it as a whole, they would realize that their ideas are completely different from the reality."
This story appears in the Nehankyo .75
Now, because people are blinded by illusory mind, they cannot clearly and thoroughly see the reality of the whole body of all things. Consequently, they view something as good or evil, a being or non-being, alive or dead, a sentient being or a Buddha. If their eyes were open, however, they could not help but realize that the knowledge or perspective acquired through their personal experiences is not the whole of the reality.
Therefore, no one can be free from delusions until illusory mind has been dropped off. No matter how dilligently one continues to do good deeds, if these deeds are done with a blind mind, the result will be only a limited happiness in the world of human or heavenly beings, for such good deeds still belong to the defiled causation76 in thesix realms of transmigration.
It is said in the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra that even though you practice the five paramitas (i.e. generosity, observing the precepts, patience, diligence, and meditation) , all your practices remain within the realm of the defiled causation of human or heavenly being unless you practice prajna-paramita .77 Such a practice is not that of annuttara-sammyak-sambodhi (ultimate awareness).
To practice prajna-paramita means that the light of the wisdom of jijuyu-zanmai illuminates and dispels the darkness of the ignorance of delusory thoughts. If the light of the Self is clear, even a small good deed is the practice of incomparable awareness, since the deed is performed prior to the arising of illusory mind. Therefore, you should not be concerned with anything but leaving behind illusory mind, cutting the root of delusions, emitting the light of jijuyu-zanmai, and opening the eye of prajna. This is the Buddha's wisdom and also the true path of practicing the Buddha-Way.
In the Lotus-sutra, it is said: "Everything Buddhas do is for the instruction of bodhisattvas. All that they do is for just one purpose, that is to show sentient beings Buddha's wisdom and enable them to see reality as a whole."
Buddha's wisdom means that Buddhas see and know all things without delusory thoughts. Therefore, Buddhasenable sentient beings to depart from illusory mind and gain wisdom equal to their own. This is the core of the teachings of all Buddhas in the past, present, and future, this is also the essence of the teachings of all Patriarchs in each and every generation.
A great many people, however, do not leave behind illusory mind nor open the eye of Buddha's wisdom. They think that practicing the buddhadharma is studying the sutras which are records of the Buddha's wisdom. This is a great mistake. For example, it does not help you at all to read a recipe when you are starving. An entire library of sutras is merely a collection of recipes of the true taste of reality. For more than 400 years after the buddhadharma was introduced to China, all the scholars spent their time arguing with each other about which recipe was better without ever tasting reality. Each of them relied on a perticular sutra or commentaries on the sutras, making evaluations as to which recipe was inferior and which superior. None of them knew the true taste of the buddhadharma. Later, Bodhidharma transmitted the true taste and filled people's empty stomachs, enabling them to receive ultimate comfort (nirvana).78 This is nothing other than the jijuyu-zanmai which is transmitted directly from the Tath- agata to us.
The famous phrase, "Do not depend on words" means that arguments about the quality of the recipe is not helpful for freeing oneself from starvation. For this reason Bodhid-harma came to China without bringing any sutras, settled peacefully in this samadhi, facing the wall for nine years, and enabling people to open their eyes to Buddha's wisdom. Once we appreciate the real taste of this samadhi, starvation from the immeasurable past will be appeased and you will not hunger again. The true taste properly transmitted through the Buddhas and Patriarchs is Buddha's wisdom; this is also called shinjin-datsuraku (dropping off body and mind), that is, understanding thoroughly that body, mind, and world (time and space) cannot be grasped with the discriminating mind, that reality is outside of illusory mind, and then releasing the light of the Self.
We must closely examine the so-called human mind. The human mind manifests as anger, ignorance, or greed79. These three poisonous minds may be divided into good and evil. When they work in evil ways, anger brings about hell, ignorance brings about the realm of animals, and greed brings about the realm of hungry ghosts. When they work in good ways, anger brings about the realm of the asura, greed brings about the realm of human beings, and ignorance brings about the realm of heavenly beings.80 Thus, although these are the functions of just one mind we cannot say there is no difference between good and evil. Although good and evil are two, they are both brought about by the three poisonous minds and they create the six realms of transmigration. These six realms are also called the three worlds.81 All these realms [of transmigration] are includedin the functions of one mind.
When the mind does not function, the condition is known as muki" (neutral). If you are attached to this condition, you will leave these three worlds or six realms of transmigration, and become a non-Buddhist or a Hinayana practitioner. You will never be able to attain Buddhahood. This is because the attitudes of such people are all limited by the emotions and thoughts of illusory mind.
The one-mind which manifests either as unen (thought-six realms) or munen (no-thought-not good, not evil)83 must be something which is beyond these conditions. It must be the light which illuminates everywhere and is never clouded. As soon as you become clearly aware of this light, you will be released from the limitation of delusory thoughts, and the Buddha's wisdom will be realized. This is called nehanmyo- shin (the marvelous mind in Nirvana). This is nothing other than jijuyu-zanmai. Shakyamuni's six years of sitting, Bodhidharma's nine years of facing the wall, Zen master Tendo Nyojo's shikantaza84; all are examples of the practice-enlightenment of this samadhi.
Practice-enlightenment beyond unen and munen can be compared to the function of a mirror. A mirror reflects both beautiful and ugly things without distinguishing them. This is the natural function of a mirror. But the reflection, which may be beautiful or ugly, is not the mirror itself. The reflection is just a shadow of what is in front of the mirror.
If you only see the distinction between the good and evil of unen (thought) and think it is your original mind85, it is the same as if you were to grasp the reflection in the mirror and think it to be the mirror itself. This is a mistake. This analogy admonishes you not to get caught up in the distraction of thoughts. And yet, if you think that munen (no- thought) is your real mind and become attached to the condition of no-thought where neither good nor evil arises, it is the same as thinking that where no reflection exists is the mirror itself, and thus becoming attached to the backside of the mirror. If the mirror reflects nothing, it is the same as it were a piece of stone or tile, the function of the light of the mirror is lost. This analogy admonishes you not to get caught up in dullness or muki (no good, no evil, no-thought). As you know, neither the reflection nor the backside of the mirror is the essential function of the mirror which, like that of the light, illuminates itself clearly. You must realize that the Buddha's wisdom, like a great and perfect mirror86, is far beyond the dichotomy of thought and no-thought. For example, when you sit zazen, if your mind does not arise and function, and If you do not see anything, hear anything, or feel any pain or itchiness, you just stagnate in emptiness. On the contrary, if you see or hear something outside and think of it, or feel pain or itchiness, you just stagnate in the distraction caused by the dichotomy of subject and object. Both conditions are limited by delusory thoughts. Therefore, the Third Patriarch said, "Neither follow after objects, nor dwell in emptiness."87 You must study this point closely and understand this clearly. Just illuminating color, shape and sound88, etc..., and not adding any discrimination, is the Buddha's wisdom.
The analogy of the mirror, however, is not perfect. Generally, we use analogies for making it easier to grasp reality by comparing it to something similar, because we are unable to show reality itself directly. You should understand that analogies are useful as far as they go, but that they do not show reality as a whole. For example, when you are asked what the sun is like by a person who was born blind, you might show him a metal basin to enable him to understand that the shape of the sun is round and say that the sun is like this. The person may hit the basin and say, "Aha! The sun makes a good sound." You have to be very careful not to misinterpret analogies, or you will go astray.
I use the analogy of the mirror just to show the relationship among nenki (arising-mind, thought)89, munen (no- thought), and the light beyond thought and no-thought. This analogy cannot be applied to the other details, since the mirror and the reflections of both beauty or ugliness are separate, and reflections are caused by the objects in front of the mirror. But, when our mind arises, good, evil, hatred, love whatever, are not separate from our own mind. Nothing comes from outside. The original light and our thoughts are not two. This is why I said that the analogy of the mirror was not perfect.
In the Ryógonkyó90, there is an expression Kyakujin-bonnó (delusion is dust from outside). Original mind is like the keeper of an inn and the various kinds of thoughts are like visitors coming and going. When one visitior leaves another one comes. Each visitor is different from the others. Some belong to high society and others belong to the lower class, some are rich and others are poor. But the keeper is always the same. Or, when sunlight streams into a room through a window and you hit a straw mat91, you will see dust rising up in clouds. After the dust settles, there is nothing but empty space. In this analogy, thoughts are the rising dust and original mind is the empty space. From ancient times, there have been many commentators who have carelessly misinterpreted this analogy. They thought that arising-mind is just kyakujin-bonno, that is, delusion is like a dust that sticks to our mind, therefore, munen-mushin (no-thought, no-mind) is our true or original mind. They insisted on trying to eliminate thoughts by force. This misinterpretation occurred because they did not understand that analogy does not express reality as a whole.
There are a few old sayings, as follows.
"No-mind is yet apart from reality."
"The pure place92 deludes people all the more."
"Even if you are like the blue sky93, I will hit you with a stick."
These sayings admonish us not to think that munen (no-thought) is enlightenment and to be attached to such a condition
It is a great mistake to grasp the human mind only with such analogies as a keeper and customers, or as empty space and the rising dust which are separate from one another. Although arising-mind is a delusion, it is nothing but a sort of temporal form of the original mind. There is no original mind separate from arising-mind, Therefore, when your mind is filled with anger, your body, mind, and the whole world becomes like a burning house94. When your mind is filled with compassion, your body, mind, and the whole world become pure buddha-land95.
A monk asked Joshu, "Does a dog have buddha-nature or not?" Joshu replied, "No! (Mu!)." The monk asked again, "It is said that all sentient beings have buddha-nature, why does a dog not have buddha-nature?" Joshu said, "It is because a dog has karmic nature."In the case of a dog, body, mind, and the whole world is the realm of the dog's karmic nature. So, there is nothing extra such as buddha-nature96. In the case of the Tathagata, this karmic nature is referred to as buddha-nature. That is why when we look from the deluded point of discrimination limited by illusory mind, even the Tathagata's life with perfect virtue seems like nothing but a part of transmigration in the cycle of life-and-death. On the other hand, when we are illuminated by Buddha's wisdom, all sentient beings in the six realms of transmigration are the eternal dharma-body97 of the Tathagata. In this sense, delusion and awareness are one; life-and-death and nirvana, are not separate. Dogen Zenji also said, "There is no kyakujin (dust separate from ourselves) in the whole universe. There is no second person right here."98
In both China and Japan from medieval times to the present, there have been innumerable teachers of Zen who never learned about reality from a true teacher. They mistakenly thought that anihilating thoughts in the mind is the authentic practice of the buddha-dharma. This is because they grasped only the surface meaning of the words and held on to one-sided views. Although one mind may become the three poisonous minds, and the three poisonous minds may bring about the six realms of good or evil, all of them are only provisional conditions within our mind. There is no reason to banish them.
Nevertheless, when our mind is good, we become stiffened by good intention and attached to the limited results of the three good realms. Consequently, we become blind to the light which is beyond goodness. When our mind is evil, we become stiffened by evil intention and pulled by the results of the three evil realms. Consequently, we suffer and cannot be aware of the light which is beyond evil. When we are in the condition of no-thought, we stagnate there because we think it a desirable stage of mind. Consequently, we become like Hinayana or non-Buddhist practitioners who never gain buddhahood. We fail to realize the light beyond no-thought. When we transcend the dichotomies of good and evil, thought and no-thought, and emit the light of the Self, settling beyond discrimination, we will not stagnate in goodness though our mind be good. Nor will we attach ourselves to evil, or to the stage of no-thought even though our mind be in that condition. Therefore, even when our mind becomes evil, if the light of beyond-thought" is emitted, evil mind will be dropped off immediately, and there will be only the light of the Self. This is the way to lead people in the three evil realms to annuttara-sammyak-sambodhi (ultimate awareness). The same occurs to the people dwelling in the three good realms too, and allows them to step over into ultimate awareness. Also, non- Buddhists or Hinayana practitioners in the condition of no-thought can directly enter into ultimate awareness in the same manner. This is called the great light, Buddha's wisdom, or prajna paramita. This is also known as radiating light from the middle of the forehead in the muryôgisho- zanmai (samadhi of immeasurable meaning). Zanmai-ô-zanmai (the king of samadhis) or Birushanazô-zanmai (the storehouse samadhi of Vairocana) are also other names referring to jijuyu-zanmai.
When the Tathagata preached the Mahaprajnaparamita- sutra, he was sitting in zazen. This was called tôji-ô-zanmai. In the Daihon-hannyakyo, it is referred to as zanmai-ô-zanmai. When the Buddha settled ultimately in this samadhi, radiating the great light from his whole body and illuminating the world in the ten directions, sentient beings were released from the suffering of the eight cold and eight hot hells; beings in the animal realm were released from ignorance, hungry ghosts forgot their pain from starvation, the asuras moderated their arrogance and fighting spirit, human beings forgot the burdens of their five or eight sufferings100, heavenly beings forgot the sufferings resulting from the five omens of their decrepitude before death101, the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas alike aroused bodhi-mind102, all bodhisattvas completed the six paramitas, and the world of all the Buddhas renewed the grandure of virtue. Without fail, everyone who encountered this light attained ultimate awareness. The benefit from the light of this zanmai-o- zanmai is vast in this way. This is described in the six hundred volumes of the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra.
When the Tathagata preached the Lotus-sutra103, he was sitting in zazen. This was called muryogisho-zanmai (the samadhi of immeasurable meanings). When he was in this samadhi, he radiated the great light from the middle of his forehead and illuminated the world in the ten directions. All worlds from the avid hell to the highest heaven were in the light, the same as the light of wisdom mentioned in the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra. Without exception, all beings in this light attained buddhahood. For this reason, even Devadatta104 who committed the five cardinal sins and fell into hell, was given a prediction by the Buddha that he would attain buddhahood and be called Tathagata. And the dragon daughter, though she was an animal, attained budd- hahood in the Southern Spotless World.105 If this was true for sentient beings in the three evil realms, it is beyond question that beings in the three good realms can attain buddhahood. For this reason, the Buddha predicted that even those who read only one phrase or verse would attain buddhahood without fail. That is because they receive the supreme function of perfect virtue of the light of this samad- hi. This is described in the Lotus Sutra. Muryogisho-zanmai and zanmai-ó-zanmai are different names for zazen which we practice today and which has been directly transmitted through the Buddhas and Patriarchs.
The distinction of the ten realms106 as either good or evil, is derived from illusory mind, since we are caught up by discrimination caused by illusory mind, and fabricate the border between each realm, defining one as superior to another, or one as good and another as evil. Now, the Tathagata settles peacefully in the buddhahood which transcends thoughts and discrimination, radiates the great light of virtue, and illuminates all sentient beings in the ten realms who are caught by thoughts and discrimination. Therefore, sentient beings in each of the ten realms will be released from the limitation of their own realm and realize buddha-bodhi (the Buddha's awareness). This is like frozen snow on the high mountains which melts when it is illuminated by the spring sun. Thus, in the Lotus-sutra, it is said that this dharma cannot be grasped by thoughts and discrimination. This means that only a Buddha together with aBuddha can fathom the reality of the whole dharma.107
This samadhi was transmitted from the Tathagata to the Venerable Mahakasyapa face to face, then transmitted through twenty-eight generations up to the great master Bodhidharma [in India]. Further, it was intimately transmitted for fifty-one generations from the Buddha up to Eihei Dogen. This is the Ó-zanmai (the king of samadhis) which has been passed down hand to hand through the Buddhas and Patriarchs.
Since this samadhi cannot be grasped by discriminatory thoughts, no commentators on the sutras and other scriptures, who only try to interpret the meaning of the words, can fathom it even in a dream no matter how intelligent they are. Only when we sit zazen in our daily life, are our eyes opened to the reality outside of the domain of thoughts and discrimination0 We just illuminate our thoughts which moment by moment come up and go away, refrain from fabricating adoption or rejection, and hatred or love. As with the Tathagata, what we do in our zazen is expressed as radiating the great light, illuminating the whole world of the ten directions, and releasing all sentient beings from suffering.
Furthermore, our practice-enlightenmnent of this samadhi is in the stage of cause108, while the Tathagata's dwelling in this samadhi is in the stage of effect109. Within the stage of cause, we actualize the effect, and within the stage of effect, the Tathagata completes the cause. Therefore, cause and effect are not two110 and are beyond the argument of whether they are the same or different. They are beyond thought and discrimination. They are called the cause of Buddha and the effect of Buddha. This is also what the expression "head is right, tail is right"111 means. Therefore, our practice of zazen is the same as the Tathagata's samadhi. The samadhi of the Tathagata is nothing other than our zazen. There is no difference between them at all. There is not the slightest distinction of superior or inferior between them. An ancient master112 said, "The dharma-body of the Tathagata enters into my own nature, my nature becomes one with the Tathagata. The first stage completely contains all stages [of bodhisattvas and Buddhas]. It is neither body, mind, nor activities. In an instant eighty-thousand dharma gates are completed; in a twinkling the three kalpas113 pass away." This expresses the same idea.
Not only the great master Bodhidharma's facing the wall, but also the sitting zazen of all the Patriarchs of each generation is not a bit different from the Tathagata's o-zanmai (the king of samadhis). Wanshi Zenji expressed this in his Zazenshin. " [Zazen is] the be-all of Buddhas and the end-all of Patriarchs." Eihei Dogen expressed this as follows:
'"That which directly goes beyond the whole world is kekkafuza (full-lotus sitting). It is what is most venerable in the house of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. Only this practice transcends the pinnacle of the Buddhas and Patriarchs."
We must understand that this is the culmination of the Buddha-Way and the unsurpassable samadhi which is continuously going beyond. For this reason all Buddhas in the world of the ten directions and in the past, present, and future always dwell in zazen. We must understand that there are no other teachings or practice superior to zazen. This is the essential meaning of practicing and actualizing the zanmai-ó-zanmat as the shobogenzo-nehanmyoshin which is beyond illusory mind, and which has been properly transmitted by Buddhas and Patriarchs.
Question114:
If we must emit the light and open our eyes to the reality which is beyond arising-mind (thoughts) and no-mind (no- thought) . then do we anihilate the good and bad functions of the three poisonous minds ? Explain this in detail I
Reply:
It is false to think that you have completely rid yourself of the three poisonous minds, since such a thing is impossible. You think this way because you stagnate in emptiness and remain attached to the state of no-thought. If so, you will never attain buddhahood. Even if one attains the state of no-thought, such a practitioner with Hinayana attitude will never attain buddhahood unles6 he changes his aspiration118. Although non-Buddhist practitioners may remain without color and form (materials) for eighty kalpas, finally, they will fall back into the samsaric realms of duality, because the result of such a practice is limited. Everything made up by illusory mind is limited. Only the Buddha-Way is limitless, because it is not fabricated and is outside of illusory mind. The expression original-face116 means that which is not artificially fabricated.
The three poisonous minds arise within the functions of one-mind. This one-mind creates the three good realms if it is pulled by goodness, and it creates the three evil realms117 if it is pulled by evil. Or, greed creates the realm of desire, anger creates the realm of form, and ignorance creates the realm of no-form. This is the way that the world as circumstances and the world of sentient beings118 as the six realms, in which we go up and fall down (transmigration) are fabricated. Sravakas and pratyekabuddhas are frightened by this transmigration, and try to eliminate the three poisonous minds which are the basic causes of transmigration in order not to be reborn in the three worlds of desire, form and no-form. . They call this depart from life-and-death119. But this is not the same as being free from life-and-death, as is the emancipation120 of the Tathagata.
The way of great bodhisattvas is different. The basis of transmigration is nothing other than our own mind. Furthermore, when we clearly illuminate121 our mind and realize that this mind is nothing but a phantom, and that we cannot grasp the mind by thoughts or discrimination using concepts such as existence or non-existence122, we no longer try to either anihilate mind nor nurture it. Instead, we simply illuminate it without adding thoughts or discrimination. When we just illuminate our mind without adding thoughts and discrimination, the three poisonous minds of anger, greed, and ignorance also have the nature of being 'dropped off123; that is, of being beyond discrimination and being ungraspable. [The three poisonus minds] are not a bit different from the eternal dharma-body of the Tathagata.
When we thoroughly realize that the three poisonous minds are nothing but the eternal dharma-body of the Tathagata, it becomes obvious that all sentient beings transmigrating in the six realms also have the nature of this eternal dharma-body and lack nothing. Since we understand this reality, we arouse bodhi-mind and vow to lead all sentient beings to the eternal dharma-body of the Tathagata . This is carrying out the practice-enlightenment of a bodhisattva.
The threefold pure precepts to be observed by bodhisattvas124 are practicing all good deeds, keeping all precepts (refraining from evil deeds), and benefitting all living beings. Vowing to do all good deeds without exception is called shôzenbôkai. The greedy mind of ordinary people is transformed and functions differently in this practice. Vowing to refrain from evil deeds is called shôritsugi-kai. The angry mind of ordinary people is transformed and works differently in this practice. Vowing to release innumerable beings from suffering by transferring125 the merit from the practice of refraining from evil deeds and doing all good deeds to innumerable sentient beings without exception is called shóshujókai. The ignorant mind of ordinary people is transformed and acts differently in this practice. As bodhisattvas, we must continue the practice-enlightenment of these three pure precepts until we complete ultimate awareness. And when having attained buddhahood, these three are called the three virtues126 of the Tathagata, that is, the virtue of wisdom which breaks all ignorance and actualizes ultimate awareness, the virtue of exhausting all delusions which actualizes ultilmate nirvana, and the virtue of compassion which releases all sentient beings. These three are also referred to as the three buddha-bodies (dharma-body, reward-body, and corresponding-body)127. All of them are different aspects of the eternal dharma-body of the Tathagata.
Therefore, one-mind creates all the different realms depending upon the way it is used. Some fall into the three evil realms, because their minds function in an evil way. Some rise to the three good realms, because their mind works in a good way. And, some try to get out of all these realms, because they hate them, and attain [the state of] no-thought. Finally, there are some who use their minds and all realms wherever they are for the practice of the threepure precepts. All of them have different names simply because their ways of using one-mind are different.
The sravakas and pratyekabuddhas who do not understand reality are afraid of the three poisonous minds and the three worlds, and are attached to the stage of no-thought (no good, no evil). Precisely for this reason, they turn away from the practice of the three pure precepts and the three perfect virtues, and lose the possibility to attain buddhahood.
For example, astringent persimmons128 become very sweet after having been dried. If we try to squeeze out the astringency, the persimmons will never become sweet. Thus, the astringency of the three poisonous minds becomes the sweetness of the three virtues. The sravakas and pratyekabuddhas cannot produce the sweetness of the three virtues because they try to squeeze out the astringency of the three poisonous minds.
At this point, we must understand thoroughly that body, mind, and the world (time and space) are all one. Only if illusory mind is dropped off, will body, mind and world not be separate from one another. Fundamentally, there is only one universal dharma world in which all things permeate each other. There is an old saying which expresses this idea. "Even a little perception adds something extra [to the reality]."
This world consists of the five elements, earth, water, fire, wind, ami space. Not only the world, but also the human body consists of these five elements. Body heat is the fire element, moisture is the water element, bones are the earth element, movement is the wind element, and all the above are based on the space element. We can say the same in the case of our mind; anger being the fire element, desire the water element, ignorance the earth element, pleasure the wind element, and the traceless appearance and disappearance of all the above the space element. Upon encountering objects, one-mind becomes the five elements of our minds, since illusory mind does not drop. Our body, consisting of these five elements, is produced because we are pulled by the conciousness which consists of the five elements . The world of these elements is produced because our body and mind are produced in this manner. It is our illusory mind that creates them (body, mind, and the world).
For this reason, Rinzai said, "Doubt in your mind becomes earth and you will be obstructed by it. Desire in your mind becomes water and you will drown in it. Anger in your mind becomes fire and you will be burned by it, pleasure in your mind becomes wind and you will be caried away by it."129
Therefore, when you emit the original light which is beyond the dimension of thought130 and illuminate illusory mind, then body, mind, and the world becomes the Vair- ocana Tathagata. This is the meaning behind the saying, "When the light quietly illuminates the whole universe,ordinary beings, and all other living beings are just one family. "
Vet, if we add various kinds of discrimination onto reality by our illusory mind, and lay preconceptions upon distinction, then we are apt to think that mind is separate from body, and proceed to fabricate an ego131 as found in the non-Buddhist philosophies. Or, if we think that our body is something separate from the world, we shall fall into the way of the sravakas and pratyekabuddhas. Furthermore, we may come to assume that the mind is large and the world is small. We fall into [one of the sixty-two biased views] that is, thinking our ego is large and material is small. Or, we may think that our body is born and then dies, or appears and then disappears but that our mind is eternal, or that our body will disappear, but the world will remain after our death. All of these views arise because we do not understand reality that body, mind, and the world are born simultaneouslv. When we die, bodv, mind, and the world disappear simultaneously. When we transcend life-and- death, all of them transcend life-and-death together. When we affirm and follow the principle of growth and decline, then body, mind and the world will affirm and follow this principle simultaneously.
A monk asked Joshu, "It said that even when the whole universe utterly disintegrates, this nature will not break apart. What is this indestructible nature
Joshu replied. "It is the four elements and the fiveaggregates."
The monk asked again, "But these disintegrate. What is the indestructible nature?"
Jôshu replied again, "The four elements and the five aggregates !"132
A monk asked Daizui133, "It is said that when kalpagni134 occurs, all three thousand worlds will fall apart. Will buddha-nature also fall apart ?"
Daizui said, "Yes, it will."
The monk then asked Daizui again, "Does that mean that buddha-nature also follows the principle of appearance and disappearance ?
Daizui said, "Yes, it does!"
Later, another monk asked the same question to Shuzanshu135. He replied, "No, buddha-nature will never break apart."
The monk asked, "Why will it not break apart ?"
Shuzanshu replied, "Because buddha-nature is not separate from all the thousand worlds."
These three masters together show us that body, mind, and the world are all one. When we talk about destruction ; body, mind, and the world fall apart all at the same time. There is no sooner or later. When we talk about non- destruction, neither body, mind, nor the world fall apart. Therefore, when we say everything follows the principle of appearance and disappearance, mind, and the world follows in accord with this principle in the same way. The original face of body, mind, and the world is beyond any definition derived from thought and discrimination such as being destroyed, not being destroyed, following or transcending the principle of appearance and disappearance, etc..
For this reason, when everything is clearly illuminated by the light of the Buddha's awareness beyond thought and discrimination, and when body, mind and the world (mountains, rivers, and the great earth) are not considered as existing separately, there is no distinction between inside and outside (subject and object). There is no separation whatever between body, mind, and the world. It is like air mixed with air, or water mixed with water.
There is an old saying which expresses this same meaning. "If one truly realizes the mind, there is not one inch of extra land on the great earth." We can equally say that if one truly realizes the earth, there will not be an inch of thought in our mind. That is why Shakyamuni, on attaining the Way, said, "The earth, living beings, and non-living-beings and I have all attainned the Way at the same time." This also expresses the reality of body, mind, and the world being just one.
Next, we must believe in the principle of cause and effect136. Cause is a seed, effect is a fruit. We cannot harvest eggplants if we plant gourd seeds. Good causes always bring forth good effects, evil causes always bring forth bad effects. This occurs without exception. This is a vital point which distinguishes buddha-dharma from other philosophies, since only the Tathagata clearly saw the principle of causality. Other philisophiers did not know of cause and effect. The teachings of Confucius137 and Lao-tze138 do not mention cause and effect. They taught only about the principle in the world of ordinary people. Causes and effects do not come from outside, all are brought about from our own activities139. Yet, people who are not aware of cause-and-effect do not believe the effects even though they see the causes.
For example, if you go to a country where they do not have poppies, and show them a poppy seed, telling them that this small seed contains huge flowers of bright golden hues and more than a thousand seeds of the same size, no one will believe you. It is natural to doubt this, since even if you break the seed open, there will be no flowers or seeds. But, people who live in a country where there are poppies and are used to seeing large flowers and many seeds coming out of one seed year after year, will laugh at people who do not belielve it is so, thinking them stupid! Non-Buddhist philosophers in India, or Confucius or Lao-tze in China, who did not understand cause-and-effect, are the same as the people who do not believe that poppy flowers are contained in one small poppy seed. The reason the Buddha taught cause-and-effect is that he saw the flowers and seeds within one seed.
The Buddha taught us not to committ evil deeds because of the principle of cause-and-effect. He warned us to refrainfrom140 evil deeds, because doing evil will bring about evil effects, and we will suffer from them. The Buddha encouraged us to do everything good, because if we do good we will be born in a good place and spend a comfortable life.
Although the cause may be as tiny as a poppy seed, the effect will manifest as a large fruit. An evil cause of a small deed will bring about the large effect of suffering. Therefore, we must carefully refrain from committing even a small evil deed. A good cause of a small deed will bring about the great effect of pleasure. Therefore, we must encourage ourselves to carry out good deeds.
Yet, this does not mean that we should show hatred toward people who do something evil and turn our back on them. If we hate them and run from them, we cannot save those in the three evil realms of hell-dwellers, hungry ghosts, or animals. We must understand that evil is just a bubble or a shadow, unsubstantial, and cannot be judged by thought or discrimination. Therefore, we must not hate evil, much less like it. This is called 'refraining from evil deeds'.
Also, goodness is like a dream or a phantom and cannot be grasped by thought or discrimination. We should not like goodness and become attached to it. Not even liking and being attached to goodness, much less should we dislike it. This is called 'doing everything good'. We must be free from discrimination between good arid evil, refrain from evil deeds and encourage ourselves to do everything good.
Understanding this and refraining from evil deeds is shóritsugikai (the second of the three pure bodhisattva precepts) . This is the cause of the Tathagata's virtue of breaking all delusions, as well as the cause of the dharma- body. Doing everything good is shozenbokai (the first of the three bodhisattva precepts). This is the cause of the reward-body (sambhogakaya). If we transfer the merit of refraining from evil deeds and of doing good deeds to all living beings, this transfering is shoshujokai (the third of the three pure bodhisattva precepts). This is the cause of the Tathagata's virtue of compassion, as well as the cause of the corresponding-body (nirmanakaya). When we practice these three pure precepts without being attached to illusory mind, the three are not three, one is not one. A cause is not a cause, an effect is not an effect. There is no sooner or later. Only Buddha's wisdom can clarify this. We must be free from our thought and discrimination.
Next, we must understand the principle of the three times of karma141 as the relationship between causes and effects. The first is Jungengo, the second is junji-go, and the third is jungogó. Jungengo means to receive the effect in this life from causes, made in this life, either good or evil. It is like planting cucumbers or eggplants and harvesting them in the same year. Junjigo means to receive the effect in the next life from causes made in this life. It is like planting wheat this year and harvesting it in the following year. Jungogó means to receive the effect in the third or fourth or hundredth or thousandth life after the causes made in the present life. It is like planting a peach, a chestnut, a pear, or a persimmon tree and harvesting the fruit many years later. For this reason, even if you do something good in this life, bad things may happen to you. For example, Confucius was brought to a standstill because he was encircled by the army of Chin and Sai142. Gankai143, a disciple of Confucius, died young. Prince Hikan144 was rented at the chest. This happened because the effects from causes made in the present life could not manifest until the effects from the causes made in the past had been exhausted. After the effects from bad karma accumulated in the past have been exhausted, the effects from the good karma in the present life will be actualized. Good things may happen to us even if we do evil deeds in the present life. For example, the first emperor of Shin145 became the emperor despite his cruel deeds, and the famous thief Toseki146 enjoyed longevity. These occurred because bad effects could not become manifest until the effects from good causes made in the past had been exhausted. After the effects from the good causes in the past have been exhausted, we must certainly suffer from the bad effects. Good or evil causes in a previous life bring out the effects in this life, and good or bad causes in this life will result in the effects in a future life. This is-called junjigo, we may receive good effects in the present life from a good cause in this life. For example, Dai-shun147 came to the throne from his status as a commoner. We may receive a bad effect in the present life from an evil cause made in this life. For example, the Emperor Ketsu148 of the Ka dynasty and Emperor Chu149 of the In dynasty lost their positions due to their evil deeds. These things happen before our eyes. We should have no question about this. This is called Jungengó.
Both good and evil causes have limitations; therefore, we receive limited effects. Hell and heaven also have limitations. This is because these actions are caused by the limited illusory mind. If you emit Buddha's wisdom and refrain from evil deeds, and carry out good without thought and discrimination, follow in accord with your nature and look beyond limitations, all your deeds will result in the effects of ultimate awareness and complete perfect virtue. Therefore, practicing the six paramitas and carrying out countless good deeds are jungogó, and when buddhahood is attained, the effects will manifest themselves simultaneously. For this reason, we must arouse deep faith in the principle of cause-and-effect.
In the following section, I have collected quotations about zazen from Dogen Zenji's writings, and would like them to form the standard of practice-enlightenment. Please study them carefully.
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The Essential Teachings on Zazen from Dogen Zenji's Writings
[From Shobogenzo-Bendówa] 150
All Buddha-Tathagatas alike solely have been transmitting the genuine dharma from one to another and actualizing the incomparable awareness. For this, there has been an excellent way, which is supreme and absolute. This Way has been transmitted without deviation only from Buddha to Buddha. The criterion of this dharma is Jijuyú-zanmai. For dwelling and disporting oneself freely in this samadhi. practicing zazen in the right posture is the true gate.
[From Shobogenzó Bendówa]
For all the Patriarchs and Buddhas who have been dwelling in and maintaining the buddha-dharma. practicing proper sitting in jijuyu-zanmai has been the true way to actualize enlightenment. Both in India and China, those who have attained enlightemnent have been following this way of practice. This is because each teacher and each disciple has been intimately transmitting this genuine Way, receiving and maintaining the true spirit of practice.
According to the tradition unmistakenly handed down, the buddha-dharma, which has been singularly and directly transmitted. is supreme beyond comparison. From the time you begin to practice it under a teacher, [the special practices of] incense burning, bowing, chanting nenbutsu, as well as the practices of repentence or of reading sutras are unnecessary. Simply practice zazen, dropping off body and mind.
If one shows the buddha-seal with one's whole body and mind, and sits properly in this samadhi even for a short time, everything in the whole world becomes the buddha- seal, and all space in the whole universe becomes enlightenment.
[From Shobogenzo Bendowa]
[Question:]
As for the practice of zazen; those who have not yet realized the buddha-dharma must attain enlightenment through practicing the Way of zazen. What can those who have already clarified the true buddha-dharma expect from practicing zazen?"
[Reply:]
Although it is said that one should not relate dreams to a fool, nor give oars to a woodcutter, I will give you further instruction. Your view that practice and enlightenment are not one is heretical. In the teachings of the buddha-dharma, practice and enlightenment are one and the same. Since this is the practice of enlightenment, the beginner's practice of the Way itself is the whole of original enlightenment. Therefore, when instructions about the attitude toward practice are given* it is said that you should not expect enlightenment apart from practice. This is because the practice itself is original enlightenment being directly pointed out. Since it is the enlightenment of practice, enlightenment is endless ; since it is the practice of enlightenment. practice is beginningless. Therefore, both Shakamuni- Buddha and the Venerable Mahakasyapa were absorbed and animated by this practice of enlightenment. Great Master Bodhidharma and Enô the Sixth Patriarch were also pulled and turned around by this practice of enlightenment. The way of dwelling in and maintaining the buddha-dharma has always been like this.
By nature, practice cannot be separated from enlightenment. Fortunately, undivided genuine practice has already been transmitted to us. Our practice of the Way as beginners. attains undivided original enlightenment on the ground of absolute reality. We must know that, in order not to defile enlightenment which is inseparable from practice. Buddhas and Patriarchs constantly urge us not to let up in our practice. When we let go of genuine practice, original enlightenment fills our hands ; when we become free from original enlightenment. genuine practice is carried on throughout our whole body.
[Shobogenzo Zanmai-o-zanmai] 151
That which directly goes beyond the whole world is kekkafuza (sitting in full-lotus). It is what is most venerable in the house of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. That which kicks away the heads of non-Buddhists and demons and enables us to be inhabitants of the innermost room of the house of the Buddhas and Patriarchs is kekkafuza. Only this practice transcends the pinnacle of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. Therefore, the Buddhas and Patriarchs have been practicing zazen alone, without pursuing anything else.
We must know that the whole world of zazen and the whole world of other things are totally different. Realizing this, we must clarify and affirm the arousing of bodhi-mind, practice, awareness, and nirvana of the Buddhas and Patriarchs .
At the very time we are doing zazen, we must study whether the whole world is vertical or horizontal. When we are actually sitting, just what is zazen? Is it an animated activity? Is it like the vigorous actions of a fish? Is it thinking or not-thinking? Is it an action or a non-action? Do we sit in the sitting or in our body and mind ? Or, do we sit dropping-off sitting in the seated body and mind, or is sitting yet something else? We have to study these and other innumerable details [regarding zazen]. We must practice kekkafuza of the body. We must practice kekkafuza of the mind. We must practice kekkafuza of dropping off body and mind.
My late teacher Tendo Nyojo, the ancient Buddha152 said, "Practicing zazen is dropping off body and mind. You can attain this through the practice of shikantaza alone. The practices of incense burning, bowing, nenbutsu, repentence or of reading the sutras are not necessary."
In the last several hundred years, my late teacher alone gouged out the eyes of the Buddhas and Patriarchs and sat therein. Few masters in China have been equal to him. Few people have clarified the fact that sitting is the buddha- dharma itself, that the buddha-dharma is nothing but sitting. Even though some have understood through experiences that sitting is the buddha-dharma, none have known that sitting is just sitting. Much less, have there been any who have maintained the buddha-dharma just as the buddha- dharma.
Therefore, there is sitting of the mind, which is different from sitting of the body. There is sitting of the body, which is different from sitting of the mind. There is sitting of dropping-off body and mind, which is different from sitting of dropping-off body and mind. Grasping this corresponds to the practice and understanding of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. You must keep hold of memory, imagination, and contemplation. You must study thoroughly intellect, volition, and consciousness.
Shakyamuni Buddha said to his Assembly,
"If you sit in kekkafuza, samadhi is actualized in your body and mind. The virtue of zazen is respected by all people. It is like the sun illuminating the world. Sleepiness and lassitude which obscure the mind are removed. The body becomes light; neither tired nor weary. The awareness is also clear and tranquil. Serene sitting is like a dragon lying coiled up. Seeing even a painting of one sitting in kekkafuza, the Devil- king becomes frightened. How much more fearful will he be, if he sees a person awakened to the Way, actually sitting serenely and immovably." Therefore, even the Devil-king will be astonished, distressed, and frightened, whenever he sees so much as a painting of one sitting in kekkafuza. It goes without saying that the merit of an actual person sitting in zazen is immeasurable. Therefore, sitting in our every day life is itself unlimitted hapiness and virtue. It is for this reason that Shakyamuni Buddha told the Assembly to sit in kekkafuza. Next, the Tathagata taught his disciples to sit in the following way.
"Non-buddhist practitioners have sought the way by various practices such as continually standing on tiptoe, or constantly standing, or putting one's legs on one's shoulders. Such rigid and narrow minds will sink into a sea of falsehood. Such postures are unstable and uncomfortable. Therefore, the Buddha teaches his disciples to sit in kekkafuza, keeping the body upright. 
If one's body is straight, one's mind is easily straightened too. If one sits keeping one's body upright, one's mind does not become dull. The mind is upright, the intention is right, and one is not entangle in thoughts. One must be aware when one's mind runs around in distraction, or when one's body leans or sways, and allow both (body and mind) to return to sitting upright. Actualize and enter samadhi, being aware of the various kinds of wandering thoughts and distractions. Practice in this way and realize and enter the king of samadhis."
Now, we must understand clearly that kekkafuza itself is the king of samadhis. Kekkafuza itself is realizing and entering this samadhi. All other samadhis are the attendants of this king of samadhis. Kekkafuza is straight body, straight mind, straight body and mind, the Buddhas and Patriarchs themselves, practice-enlightenment itself, the essence of buddha-dharma, and the life-blood [of Buddha] itself.'
We sit in kekkafuza with this human skin, flesh, bones, and marrow, actualizing the king of samadhis. Shakyamuni Buddha always upheld and maintained kekkafuza. He intimately transmitted kekkafuza to his disciples, and taught it to lay people. This is the mind-seal which has been transmitted through the seven Buddhas153. While Sha- kyamuni Buddha sat in kekkafuza under the bodhi-tree, a period of fifty or sixty kalpas, immeasurable kalpas passed.
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His sitting for twenty-one days or his occasional sitting in kekkafuza itself was nothing but turning the wheel of genuine dharma. This is the essence of the teachings of his whole lifetime. It is perfect, lacking nothing. Kekkafuza is [the essence of] all of the sutras. This is when Buddha sees Buddha. At the very moment of sitting, sentient beings attain buddhahood.
The First Patriarch Bodhidharma came to China from India and sat zazen at Shorin temple in the crossed leg posture, facing the wall, for nine years. Since then, the essence of the buddha-dharma has penetrated throughout China. The life-blood of Boddhidharma is nothing but kekkafuza. Before the First Patriarch came to China, people in the East did not know kekkafuza. It was after he came from the West that it became known.
Therefore, living in a communuty of practitioners (sorin), sitting in kekkafuza wholeheartedly day and night, pursuing nothing else, for one's whole lifetime, is the king of samadhis.
[From Shobogenzo zazenshin] 154
When the Great Master Yakusan Kodo155 was sitting, a certain monk asked him. "what do you think of when you sit."
The master replied, "I think of not-thinking."
The monk saked, "How do you think of not-thinking?"
The master said, "Beyond-thinking."
Realizing these words of the Great Master, we must learn and receive the proper transmission of immovable sitting. This is the way to practice the immovable sitting which has been transmitted in the Buddha-Way. Although Yakusan was not the only one who mentioned 'thinking in immovable sitting'; his words are most excellent.
What he said was 'thinking of not-thinking'. Thinking is the skin, flesh, bones and marrow [of zazen], not- thinking is also the skin, flesh, bones, and marrow [of zazen].
What the monk asked was, "how to think of not- thinking'. Truly, 'not-thinking' has been discussed from ancient times, but we have to question how-to-think. We cannot say that there is no thinking in immovable sitting. For what reason can we not realize the infinite profoundity of immovable sitting ? If we are not extremely stupid, we are capable of questioning and thinking about it.
The Great Master said, "Beyond-thinking." Since it is clear that we use beyond-thinking, whenever we think of not-thinking we use beyond-thinking. There is a 'who' in beyond-thinking. That 'who' upholds the self. Even though the one who is sitting immovably is the self, the immovable sitting is not limited to thinking. Immovable sitting is just immovable sitting.
Although immovable sitting is immovable sitting, how it is possible for immovable sitting to think of immovable sitting? Therefore, immovable sitting cannot be fathomed by Buddha, by enlightenment, or by intellect.
Immovable sitting had been directly transmitted in this manner for thirty-six generations from Shakyamuni Buddha to Yakusan. When we trace back to the origin from Yakusan, we find Shakamuni Buddha thirty-six generations before. In this proper transmission, there is think-of-not- thinking from the outset.
Nevertheless, these days, some careless stupid people say, "Practice zazen and eliminate the thoughts in your mind. This is the tranquil stage [of enlightenment]. | This view is beneath even the views of the Hinayana practitioners, it is inferior to the teachings of human and heavenly beings. Those who hold this view cannot be called the students of the buddha-dharma. In recent China, there are many such practitioners. It is really sad that the Way of the Patriarchs falls into ruin.
There is another kind of people insisting that the practice of zazen is important for beginners. It is not necessarily the practice for Buddhas and Patriarchs. Walking is Zen. Sitting is Zen. Therefore whether speaking or being silent, whether acting, standing still, or whenever, the true-self is always at ease. Do not be concerned with the present practice of zazen. Many of the descendants of Rinzai hold this sort of view. They say so because they have not correctly received the true life of the buddha-dharma. What is beginner's mind ? What is not beginner's mind ? What do you mean when you say beginners ? You must know that for true study of the Way, you definitely have to practice zazen [without being concerned whether you are a beginner or an experienced practitioner].
The essential point in doing so, is to practice Buddha without seeking to become Buddha. Since practicing- Buddha is not becoming Buddha again, the koan manifests itself in practice. Since the body [which is practicing zazen] is already Buddha, it does not become Buddha. When we break our limited views, sitting-Buddha is not accompanied with becoming-Buddha. At this very time, with the power inherent from thousands of years, you can go freely into both buddhahood and the realm of demons. All actions such as going ahead and coming back fill both the tiniest crack as well as the broadest valley156.
[From Shobogenzo Zazenshin]
Although this has continued from the ancient past, there are few who know what zazen really is. In present day China, among the abbots of the great monasteries, there are many who do not understand zazen or do not even study it. One cannot say none but very few who clearly understand zazen. Certainly, in every monastery, there is a schedule for zazen. Zazen is regarded as the most important practice for the abbots and other monks. To encourage their students, abbots recommend the practice of zazen. And yet, few of them really understand [what zazen is].
Therefore, from the ancient past to the present, there have been a few masters who wrote such works as the Zazen met (Notes on Zazen), the Zazengi (Instruction on Zazen), and the Zazenshin (The Acupuncture-needle of Zazen). Among these writings, the Zazenmei and Zazengi are no good at all. The Zazenshin does not clearly describe the true meaning of zazen practice. These were written by people who did not understand nor solely transmit zazen. The Zazenshin is in the Keitoku-Dentóroku, Zazenmei and others are in the Katai-futoroku.
It is very sad that although these masters spent their whole lives in various monasteries, they did not devote themselves to practicing zazen. Their sitting was not their own self, their practice did not involve encountering their own self. This is not because zazen did not agree with their body and mind, but because they did not aspire to truly practice zazen, they were carelessly intoxicated by delusions. In their writings, we only find that they encouraged people to return to original tranquilty. The practice that they emphasized was meaninglessly to stop thinking and become still. Their way of practice is inferior to the step-by-step practice, which is accomplished by contemplation [of truth], training of mind, gaining reward and pacifying the mind. Their view is no match for the philosophy of practice through the ten stages of the bodhisattva.
How was it possible for them to transmit the zazen of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. Those writings were mistakenly compiled or composed by the scholars in the Song dynasty in China. Students today should not read them.
The Zazenshin written by Zen Master Wanshi Shôgaku, the abbot of Tendô Keitokuji monastery on Taihaku san mountain in the Great Song China, is the only work which expresses the true teachings of the Buddhas and Patriarchs on zazen. His is the true Zazenshin. He expressed the essence of zazen completely. The Master was a light which illuminates the whole dharma-world. He is a true Patiarch among the Buddhas and Patriarchs in the past and present. Buddhas in each generation are led by this Zazenshin. Patriarchs in the past and present actualized themselves through this Zazenshin. His Zazenshin is as follows:
The Be-all of the Buddhas and end-all of the Patriarchs .
Knowing without touching things. Illuminating whthout facing objects. Knowing without touching things, wisdom is by nature inconspicuous.
Illuminating without facing objects, illumination is by nature subtle.
The wisdom which is by nature inconspicuous, never has discriminative thoughts.
The illumination which is by nature subtle, never has the slightest separation.
The wisdom, which never has discriminative thoughts, has no dichotomy, but sees oneness. The illumination, which never has the slightest separation, has no attachment, but evident. The water is clear to the bottom, a fish is swimming deliberately.
The sky is infinitely vast, a bird is flying far away.
The Zazenshin written by the Zen Master Wanshi is like this. Among the prominent masters in the past he alone wrote such Zazenshin. Though made to express the reality of zazen, none, even over a span of one or two lifetimes, expressed it like this Zazenshin does. There is nothing else anywhere. This is the only true Zazenshin.
When my late master gave a lecture in the dharma hall, he often said that Wanshi was the ancient Buddha (kobut- su). He never called any one else by that name. If one has the eye to discern people, one is able to appreciate even the Buddhas and Patriarchs. We truly know that there is a Buddha-Patriarch among the descendants of Tozan. Now, eighty some years have passed since Wanshi passed away. On reading his Zazenshin, I wrote my own. Today is March 18, of the third year of Ninji (1242). Only eighty-five years passed since the day Wanshi passed away on October 8, the twenty-seventh year of Shoko (1157). My Zazenshin is as follows.
The Be-all of the Buddhas and end-all of the Patriarchs.
Being actualized within not-thinking.
Being formed within non-dependence. Being actualized within not-thinking, the actualization is by nature intimate.
Being formed within non-dependence, the formation is by nature evident. The intimate actualization never has defilement. The evident manifestation never has distinction. Intimateness without defilement is being emancipated without relying on anything. Clearness beyond distinction is practice without aiming at it.
The water is clear to the earth, a fish is swimming like a fish.
The sky is vast and extends to the heaven, a bird is flying like a bird. Although I don't mean to say that Wanshi's Zazenshin does not fully express the reality of zazen, I should write as I have above. The descendants of the Buddhas and Patriarchs must study and practice zazen as the vital matter. Zazen is the true-seal of the single-transmission.
[From Shôbôgenzô-Zuimonki : 1-1] 157
Since being the Buddha's child is following the Buddha' s teachings and reaching buddhahood directly, we must devote ourselves to following the teachings and put all our effort into the practice of the Way. The true practice, which is in accordance with the teachings, is nothing but shikantaza (just sitting), which is the essence of the life in this sorin (monastery) today. Think this over deeply.
[From Shobogenzo-Zuimonki :l-2]
Practitioners of the Way certainly ought to maintain Hyakujo's regulations. The form of maintaining the regulations is receiving and observing the precepts and practicing zazen, etc.. The meaning of reciting the Precept Sutra day and night and observing the precepts single-mindedly is nothing other than practicing shikantaza, and following the activities of the ancient masters. When we sit zazen, what precept is not observed, what merit is not actualized ? The ways of practice carried on by the ancient masters have a profound meaning. Without holding on to personal preferences, we should go along with the assembly and practice in accordance with those ways.
[From Shobogenzo-Zuimonki: 1-14]
It depends upon one's character or capability, however up to now, it is zazen which has been handed down and concentrated on in the communities of the Patriarchs. This practice is suitable for all people and can be practiced by those of superior, mediocre, or inferior capabilities. When I was in China, in the assembly of my late master Tendo Nyojo, I sat zazen day and night after I heard this truth.
[From Shobogenzo-Zuimonki: 2-26]
Is the Way attained through mind or body? In the teaching-schools, it is said that since body and mind are not separate, the Way is attained through the body. Yet, it is not clear that we attain the Way through the body, because they say, "since" body and mind are not separate. In Zen, the Way is attained through both body and mind.
As long as we only think about the buddha-dharma with our minds, the Way will never be grasped, even in a thousand lifetimes or a myriad of eons. When we let go of our minds and cast aside our views and understanding, the Way will be actualized. For example, one sage clarified true mind when he saw peach blossoms, and another realized the Way when he heard the sound of tile hitting bamboo. They attained the Way through their bodies. Therefore, when we completely cast aside our thoughts and views and practice shikantaza, we will become intimate with the Way. For this reason, the Way is doubtlessly attained through the body. This is Why I encourage you to practice zazen wholeheartedly.
[From Shobogenzo-Zuimonki: 5-23]
The most vital concern in learning the Way is to practice zazen. In China, many people attained the Way entirely through the power of zazen. If one concentrates on practicing zazen continuously, even an ignorant person, who does not understand a single question, can be superior to an intelligent person who has been studying for a long time. Therefore, practitioners must practice shikantaza wholeheartedly without concerning themselves with other things. The Way of the Buddhas and Patriarchs is nothing but zazen. Do not pursue anything else.
[Shobogenzo Zazengi] 158
Sanzen 159 is zazen.
A quiet place is most suitable for doing zazen. Place a thick mat on the floor. Do not allow drafts or mist to enter the room. Do not allow rain or dew to leak in. Protect the place where you sit; keep it in a good condition. Ancient sages sat on the diamond seat160 or on a large rock. They all laid grass thickly and sat on it. Keep the place where you sit well-lit. It should be dark neither during the day nor at night. It is essential that it be warm in winter and cool in summer.
Let go of all relations, and set all affairs at rest. Being good is not-thinking; being evil is not-thinking. (Zazen) has nothing to do with the function of intellect, volition, or consciousness, nor with memory, imagination, or contemplation . Do not seek to become a Buddha. Be free from the discrimination of sitting and lying down. Be moderate in drinking and eating. Do not squander your time. Be as eager to do zazen as you would be to extinguish a fire upon your head. The Fifth Patriarch on Mt. Obai161 practiced nothing but zazen.
When you do zazen, wear a kesa162, and use a zafu163. The zafu should not extend completely under your legs, but should be placed just under your buttocks, so that your legs are on the zaniku164, and your spine is on the zafu. This is the way that the Buddhas and Patriarchs sit when they do zazen.
You may sit in either hankafuza (half-lotus) or kekkafuza (full-lotus). When you sit in kekkafuza, put your right foot on your left thigh, and put your left foot on your right thigh. The line of your toes should be even with the outer line of your thighs. When you sit in hankafuza, just put your left foot on your right thigh. Keep your clothing loose, but neat. Put your right hand palm up on your left foot. And your left hand palm up on your right palm. The tips of your thumbs should be lightly touching. Position your hands as above, and put them close to your body. The tips of your thumbs should be just in front of your navel.
Sit upright in the proper position. Lean neither to the left nor to the right, neither forward nor backward.
Your ears should be in line with your shoulders; your nose in line with your navel. Place your tongue against the roof of your mouth. Breath through your nose. Your lips and jaw should be closed. Keep your eyes open, but neither too widely nor too narrowly. Adjust your body and mind in this way; then exhale fully and take a breath.
Sit stably in samadhi. Think of not-thinking. How do you think of not-thinking? Beyond-thinking. This is the way of doing zazen in accord with the dharma.
Zazen is not learning [step-by-step] meditation. Rather zazen itself is the dharma-gate of great peace-and-joy (nirvana). It is undefiled practice-enlightenment.


Jijuyu-zanmai - The End
When I lived in the western part of Japan (Kyushu)165, there were some lay people who earnestly studied and practiced zazen, which is the be-all and end-all of the Buddhas and Patriarchs. They wanted to read the words of the ancient masters as a guide for their practice-enlightenment. Since they could not read Chinese, I wanted to give them a Japanese text. I looked through various texts written by Japanese masters, both ancient and contemporary, yet none of them were in accord with Dogen Zenji's teachings. For this reason, I wrote the Jijuyu-Zanmai, and offered it to them. In the Shobogenzo Bendowa, Dogen Zenji said that lay people should also practice zazen, and that gaining the Way has nothing to do with being a monk or lay person. It depends solely on the aspiration of the practitioner. We should respectfully follow his teaching.
This summer, a few friends came from Sanshu (eastern Aichi Prefecture) and helped me during the summer practice period. They read the manuscript and recommended that I publish it. So, I collected some of Dógen Zenji's writings (on zazen) and added them to my own writing. I hope this will be helpful for lay people in their practice.
The second year of Genbun during the season of the orchids [September 28, 1737]
The abbot of Kuinji in Wakasa
Menzan Zuiho


Tathagata is one of the ten epithets for the Buddha. The literal meaning of the word is 'thus come'. Mahayana Buddhists interpreted this as the one who comes from (or has gone to) suchness (tathata), the one who embodies the true reality and teaches it to living beings. This does not necessarily refer to the Buddha Shakyamuni. It is thought that there are an infinite number of Tathagatas in the past, present, and future.
Buddhist scriptures in which the Buddha's teachings are recorded.
When Buddhism was introduced into China, Chinese Buddhist scholars classified Buddhist scriptures and systematized them because they received Indian scriptures that came from different traditions. Sudden and gradual teachings, provisonal and direct teachings are two examples of such classifications. The sudden teachings {tonkyo) were thought to show reality without steps. In the Tendai school, the Kegonkyó (Avatamsaka-sutra) was called a sudden teaching. The gradual teachings (zenkyo) were preached for the gradual advancement from a lower level to a higher one.
The provisional teachings igonkyo) are expounded provisionally to those who are not yet ready to understand the true teachings. The direct teachings {Jikkyo) are the true Mahayana teachings which directly show reality.
The Japanese word Menzan used is honsho which means true or original enlightenment. In the Shobogenzo-Bendówa, Dogen used the expression honsho-myoshu (original-enlightenment, genuine- practice) .
Mahayana (daijo) means the great vehicle. The teachings which convey all living beings to buddhahood. The opposite is Hinayana (shojff). This is also called the vehicle of the bodhisattva (bosatsujo). The Mahayana sutras were began to be created around the first or second century B.C., about three or four hundred years after the death of Shakyamuni Buddha.
Sastra, Abidharma, or Upadesa belong to a genre of Buddhist scriptures which are commentaries on the sutras or philosophical writings by Buddhist scholars. One of the three categories of Buddhist scriptures (Tri-pitaka).
The Japanese word is chige flfl§§ which means understanding through knowledge or intellection without actual experience or practice.
The Zohoketsugikyo is the name of a sutra thought to be composed in China. This sutra is sometimes quoted by Tendai scholars.
The Ryogakyo is a translation of the Lankavatara-sutra. This sentence is often quoted by Zen masters.
Discrimination is a translation of the Japanese word funbetsu. Vikalpa in Sanskrit. It is the function of the mind when it thinks about, conceptualizes, measures, and judges objects. It is usually used in a negative sense in Buddhism.
Illusory mind is a translation of joshiki. Jo means living beings which have emotion and conciousness, mind, or thoughts. Shiki means conciousness or perception. Jôshiki is an important term frequently used by Menzan in this piece. It indicates the basic cause of delusions in the same sense as the term mumyo avidya in skt.), darkness of the mind or ignorance. I translated this term as emotion-thought in Shikantaza (published by the Kyoto Sôtô Zen Center, 1985). This is a combination of emotion and discriminating thoughts that prevent human beings from seeing reality as it is. This is considered to be the cause of egocentric views.
Skt. Grdhrakuta, "Vulture Peak", the name of a mountain in Magadha, India. It is said that the Buddha preached the Lotus-sutra and other Mahayana sutras there. It is also said that dharma- transmission from the Buddha to Mahakashyapa took place on this mountain.
Mahakashapa was one of the ten great disciples of the Buddha. According to the Zen tradition, Mahakasyapa succeeded the Buddha and became the First Patriarch in India.
Shôbô means true dharma, absolute reality or the teachings on reality. Gen means eye, which is a symbol of the wisdom to reflect everything as it is. Zo means a storehouse, which indicates that the true dharma includes all beings. Thus, Shôbôgenzô means the wisdom to see the world without preconceptions or prejudice. In the Shôbôgenzô-sho, the oldest commentary of Dôgen's Shôbôgenzô, it is said that this (shôbôgenzô) is itself the name of the buddha-dharma. Nehanmyôshin means excellent mind in Nirvana, or in other words, the buddha-mind.
This story originally appeared in the Daibonten-o- monbutsuketsugikyô, yet this sutra is thought to have been composed in China. In the Zen tradition, after the Song dynasty in China, this sutra was thought to be the evidence of the first dharma-transmission. (The 6 th case of the Mumonkan). 16 Practice-enlightenment is a translation of the Japanese word shusho. Shu is practice, sho is enlightenment. Usually practice is thought of as the means and enlightenment as the result. But Dogen's basic idea is that practice and enlightenment are one (shusho-itto or shusho-ichinyo).
Actually sitting in kekkafuza is the foundation of all
Dogen's teachings. See the Shobogenzo Zanmai-o-zanmai. The main point Menzan trys to make in this passage is that zazen is not a practice which employs human desire as a means to gain enlightenment, rather the practice of zazen itself is enlightenment. In actual sitting, there is no distinction between delusion and enlightenment; ordinary human beings and Buddha, and so on. Therefore, the Buddha's sitting and our practice of zazen are not different. In our practice, the virtues of the Buddha are already actualized. Our zazen is not a training to improve ourselves, or to gain some reward. We sit only for the sake of sitting. We should not even seek to become a Buddha. This is the meaning of D5gen's shikantaza (just sitting).
Zazen literally means sitting-meditation. But, according to Dogen, zazen is not a method of meditation. In the Fukan-zazengi, he said, "The zazen which I am talking about is not learning [step-by- step] meditation. It is simply the dharma-gate of peace and joy (nirvana). It is the practice-enlightenment of the ultimate Way (bodhi). In doing zazen, the Koan manifests itself; it cannot be ensnared."
And in the Shobogenzo-Zuimonki Dogen said, "Sitting itself is the practice of the Buddha. Sitting itself is not-doing. It is nothing but the true form of the Self. Apart from this, there is nothing to seek as the buddha-dharma."
Therefore, zazen is not a means to gain enlightenment or to become a Buddha. Zazen is the practicce of no-seeking, no-gaining. This is the reason Sawaki Kodo Roshi said, "What is the use of doing zazen?"—Zazen is good for nothing.—Unless you hear more than enough of that, and you just do what is good for nothing wholeheartedly, your practice is really good for nothing."
Bodaidaruma in Japanese. He was the Twenty-eighth Patriarch in India. Since he came to China and transmitted Zen, he was called the First Patriarch of Chinese Zen. Traditionally, the life of Bodhidharma is based on his biography in the Keitoku-Dentoroku but recent scholars have been trying to discover the historical truth of his life by studying older texts concerned with Zen in China. According to the Keitoku-dentoroku, Bodhidharma was born in the southern part of India as the third son of a king. He became a disciple of Hannyadara and received dharma-transmission from him. He came to China in 527 A.D.. First, he met the Emperor Bu (Wu) of the Ryo (Lian) dynasty. Since the emperor could not understand the meaning behind Bodhidhar- ma's words, Bodhidharma left the country and went to Shorinji (Shaolinsi) in the country of Gi (Wei) dynasty. For nine years, Bodhidharma sat there facing the wall.
Baramon in Japanese. Brahmana was the name of the highest caste in the Indian caste system. In China, it seems that some priests who came from India were called by this name.
The Chinese word Chan (Zen) came from the sound of the Sanskrit word dhyana. The four stages of meditation in the realm of form (rupa-dhatu), which comprises part of heaven, where beings have neither sexual desire nor other appetites and there are only fine types of matter, are called Shizen. Adding the four stages of meditation in the realm of no-form (arupa-dhatu), where no material element exists and beings enjoy only meditative states, the eight stages are called hachijo.
Zensú in Japanese. Dogen disliked use of the name zenshu and said in Shobogenzo-Butsudo (Buddha-Way), "Therefore the virtue and the essence of the Buddha-Way have been transmitted without losing the smallest bit. It was transmitted thousands of miles from India to China, and for more than two thousand years from the time of the Buddha until today. People who do not know this, mistakenly call shobogenzo-nehanmyóshin which has been correctly transmitted among the Buddhas and Patriarchs, Zenshú. They call the Patriarchs, Zen-Patriarchs. They call practitioners, Zen monks or Zen students. They call themselves followers of Zen. These are branches and leaves derived from the root of a biased view. In India and China, from ancient times until the present, [the dharma] has never been called Zenshu. Those who use the name for their schools are demons who destroy the Buddha-Way. They are the foes of the Buddhas and Patriarchs."
Dogen also refused to call his lineage Sótó-shu (Soto school). In the same chapter of the Shóbógenzó he said, "The Great Master Tozan (Donshan) was the fourth generation dharma-successor of Seigen (Qingyuan). He correctly transmitted shtibGgenzO and opened the eye of nohanmyóshin (buddha-mind). There was nothing else to transmit, there was nothing else to hold as the truth. The Great Master never told his assembly that they should call themselves Sótó--shu. Since there were no foolish people among his students, no one called themselves Tózan-shu, much less Soto-shu."
In the Shóbógenzó-Shohójissó (The True Form of All Beings), Dógen said, "The manifestation of the Buddhas and Patriarchs is the manifestation of the ultimate reality." So. to be a Buddha or a Patriarch has nothing to do with sectarianism or institutionalism.
The six paramitas are the six types of practice for a bodhisattva, that is. fuse (dana-paramita. generosity), jikai (si la-pa ramtta , observing precepts), ninniku (ksanti-pammita perseverance), shójin (viryapammita, making effort), zenjó (dhyana-paramita. meditation), and chie (prajna-paramita. wisdom). The three main Buddhist practices (sangaku) are kaigaku (sila, observing precepts), Jögaku samadhi, meditation), and egaku (prajna, wisdom). Dógen discussed this problem in the Shobogenzo-Bendowa:
"Samadhi is included as one of the three basic practices. Also, dhyana is one of the six paramitas. Both of them are learned by all bodhisattvas from the time they first arouse bodhi-mind, and are practiced by both regardless of their superiority or inferiority. The zazen which you are talking about now must be one of them. Why do you say that the genuine dharma of the Tathagata is concentrated in this practice?"
"This question arises from your calling Shobogenzo, the supreme and great dharma and the one-great-matter of the Tathagata, the Zenshú.
You must know that the name Zenshú originated in China. There wasn't any such term in India. When the Great Master Bodhidharma was sitting facing the wall for nine years at Shörin temple on Mt. Süzan, people, both monks and laymen, did not know the true-dharma of the Buddha and called him the Brahmana who concentrated on zazen. Afterward, every Patriarch, generation after generation, practiced zazen exclusively. Seeing this, uninformed laymen con- fusedlly called it Zazenshü without knowing why. These days, omitting Za, people call it Zenshü. It is clear from the sayings of the Patriarchs that practice must not be equated with dhyana (meditation) or samadhi of the six paramitas or three basic practices."
Sekitö Kisen (Shitou Xiqian) [700-790], was a disciple of Seigen Gyöshi Quingyuan Xingsi). His dharma poem Sandokai (Santongqi) is still chanted in Zen monasteries.
Dharma-gate is a translation of hőmon. which means Buddha's teachings on reality. It is called a gate because through the teachings, living beings can awaken from delusions and enter miruma.
Hómon refers to a school or a sect because it is a gate to the Buddha's teachings.
This is a translation of busshi-chiken. Chi means intellection, and ken means a view. Usually this term is used in a negative sense for personal views or opinions based on discrimination. But, when it is used in bussi-chiken, or butsu-chiken (Buddha's chi-ken) | it means awareness based on prajna (wisdom without discrimination) . The original Sanskrit is buddha-dharsana.
Buddha's supreme enlightenment.
Dai-kómyózó means the great wisdom of the Buddha's enlightenment. It is so called because the Buddha's wisdom breaks through the darkness of ignorance and emits the light of Tathata. This is the name for the true-mind of the self.
In the Muryógikyó, one part of the three Fold Lotus Sutra, the Buddha entered muryógisho-zanmai, (ananta-nirdesa-pratisthanam-nama-samadhih). That is the samadhi of formless reality from which infinite meanings emerge. It is samadhi that lacks gaining-mind.
Hokyó-zanmai is the title of the dharma poem written by Tozan Ryokai (Donshan Liangjie). This is chanted in Japanese Zen monasteries today.
Tójió-zanmai and zanmai-ó-zanmai are different translations of the same Sanskrit word. This samadhi is mentioned in the Mahaprajnaparamita-sutra. Zanmai-ó-zanmai appears in the Daibon hannyakyó which is a different rendering of the Mahaprajna-paramita-sutra.
This is the samadhi that appears in the Kegonkyó (Avatamsaka- sutra). Menzan enumerated the names of samadhi to illustrate that those samadhi mentioned in the various sutras are merely different names for our zazen.
This sentence is quoted from Wanshi's Zazenshin (The Acupuncture-needle of Zazen). The be-all and end-all is a translation of yoki and kiyo, and means the essence or the most important point.
This is originally Tendo Nyojo (Tiantong Rujing)'s expression recorded in Dogen's Hokyoki. Dogen often used it in his writings. In the Shobogenzo-Genjokoan. Dogen said, "To study Buddha-way is to study the self. To study the self is to forget the self. To forget the self is to be enlightened by the myriad dharma. To be enlightened by the myriad dharma is to drop off body and mind of self and others."
The word Menzan used here is nijo which means the two vehicles, that is, two kinds of pracitioners such as shomon skravaha) and engqku (pratyekabuddha). Shomon originally means a person who has heard the voice of the Buddha, and later came to mean a follower of Hinayana, one who contemplates the Four Fold Noble Truth to gain enlightenment. Engaku refers to a person who attains enlightenment by observing the principle of Twelve Causations juni-innen) by himself without the guidance of a teacher, and who does not teach others. Both were criticized from the view point of Mahayana and called Hinayana (small vehicles), because of a lack of compassion to work for the salvation of others.
Gonjo or gon-daijó is the provisional teachings in Mahayana. This is the opposite of jitsu-daijó (true Mahayana) .
Koan (literally means a government decree or public ordinance which all people must follow. In Zen, it refers to the truth, which all students must study and follow. Specifically, kóan are records of deeds and sayings of prominent masters which express reality, and winch students should study and emulate. Later, koan were compiled with commentaries into collections such as the Hekiganroku (the Blue Cliff Record), Shóyóroku (the Record of Equanimity) , Mumonkan (the Gateless Gate), and appreciated as Zes litera- ture. In the Song dynasty China (from the 10 th to the 14 th Centuries) koan began to be used as objects of meditation for gaining enlightenment. especially in the Rinzai tradition. Dogen did not deny the value of koan as a finger which points at the moon, but he refused to use koan as a means to attain enlightenment or kensho experiences. Rather, he used this word as a term for absolute reality as in the Genjó-kóan.
Shujinko in Japanese. This usually refers to the true self as buddha-nature. But, we should not grasp it as a kind of substance. There are senses such as seeing, hearing and so on, but no ego as a subject which experiences those senses. Egolessness is the basic teaching of the Buddha.
Munen (no-thought) and mushin (no-mind). People usually associate zazen with concentration of mind and think it a stage of no-thought, no-mind. Dogen's and Menzan's intentions were to show that zazen is not so simple. To be egoless does not simply mean to be thoughtless or to negate the functions of the senses.
Song [960-1279], Yuan [1271-1368], Ming [1368- 1662].
Seigen Gyoshi (Qingyuan Xingsi) [?-740] and Nangaku Ejo (Nanyue Huairang) [677-744]. Both of them were dharma successors of the Sixth-Patriarch. The Soto, Rinzai and other schools of Zen developed from their lineages.
Obaku Kiun (Huangbo Xiyun) [?-850] was a disciple of Hyakujo Ekai (Baizhang Huihai) and the teacher of Rinzai Gigen (Linji Yixuan).
Joshu Jushin (Zhaozhou Congshen) [778-895]. A monk asked Joshu, "Has a dog buddha-nature or not?"
Joshu replied, "Yes, It has. (U)"
The monk asked, "If so, why did he get into such a skin bag [of dog's body] ?"
Joshu said, "Because the dog follows the principle of causality on purpose."
Another monk asked, "Has a dog buddha-nature or not?"
Joshu said, "No, it hasn't (Mu)."
The monk asked, "It is said that all living beings have buddha- nature. Why is only the dog without buddha-nature?"
Joshu replied, "Because the dog has karmic-conciousness."
Keitoku-Dentoroku (Jingde-Chuandenglu, the Record of the Transmission of the Dharma-lamp) consists of 30 volumes, compiled by Eian Dogen (Yongan Daoyuan) in 1004 A.D.
Katai-Futoroku (Jiatai-Pudenglu, the Record of the Universal Dharma-lamp) consists of 30 volumes, compiled by Raian Kochu (Leian Xuzhong) in 1204 A.D.
There is a genre of Chinese Zen literature which is called toshi (the history of the dharma-lamp). These are collections of biographies and sayings of Chinese Zen masters and records of the dharma succession of the various lineages within the Zen tradition. Since there are five works, Keitoku-dentdroku, Tensho-kotoroku, Kenchuseikoku- zokutóroku, Rentó-eyó, and Katai-futóroku, they are called Gotoroku (the five records of the dharma-lamp). The Zazengi (Instruction for Practicing Zazen), Zazenshin (The Acupuncture Needle of Zazen), and Zazenmei (Notes on Zazen) are parts of those records in which the meaning of zazen along with points for practicing zazen are discussed.
Zennen-shingi (Chanyuan-Qinggui) consists of ten volumes containing the regulations of a Zen monastery, compiled by Choro Sosaku (Zhanglu Zongze) in 1103 A.D. Sosaku compiled the Zennen-shingi because the older regulations compiled by Hyakujd Ekai (Baizhang Huihai) had been lost.
In Fukanzazengi-Senjutsuyuraisho (The Reasons for Writing the Fukanuuengi), Dógen wrote as follows: "Zen master Hyakujó established the Zen monastery and followed Bodhidharma's way of practice.
Yet, it was not the same way as those who preceeded him. Zen students should understand this and not be confused. There is a Zazengi in the Zennen-shingi. It follows Zen master Hyakujo's way. But master Sosaku added some of his own opinions. Therefore, there are quite a few mistakes, and the essential meaning is lost. If people do not grasp the meaning beyond the words, they might misunderstand the true way of zazen."
A collection of four Zen texts compiled by a certain priest in Japan during the Kamakura or Muromachi period. Shiburoku consists of, The Third Patriarch's Shinjinmei (Xinxinming, Notes on Believing Mind), Yoka Genkaku (Yongjia Xuanjue)'s Shodoka (Zhengdaoge, Song of Enlightenment of the Way), Kakuan Shion (Kuoan Shiyuan)'s Jugyuzu (The Oxherding Pictures), and Choro Sosaku's Zazengi.
Tozan Ryokai (Dongshan Liangjie) [807-869] was the founder of the Chinese Soto school.
This is a quotation from Sekitó's Sandokai (Santongqi).
Nyoze literally means 'like this' or 'thus', that is, suchness, as-it-is- ness, or tathata. This is a quotation from Tozan's Hokyo-zanmai (Baojing-sanmei).
Eka (Huiko) [487-593].
Gyoju-hekikan and Bonshó-Tóitsu, These phrases are quoted from the Ninyu-Shigyóron (The Two Entrances and the Four Practices) which is considered to be the oldest manuscript of Bodhidharma's sayings.
This phrase is found in a dialogue between Bodhidharma and Eka from the Keitoku-Dentóroku. Bodhidharma said, "Outwardly, stop engaging in any affairs, and inwardly, do not grasp with your mind. When your mind is like a wall, you will be able to enter the Way."
Eka said, "I have already stopped engaging in outside affairs." Bodhidharma said, "Have you not destroyed your mind?" Eka said, "No, I haven't." Bodhidharma said, "How do you know that?" Eka said, "I am always clearly aware."
Tendó Nyojó (Tiantong Rujing) [1163-1228] was the teacher of Dógen. Dógen practiced with Nyojó for about two and half years while Nyojó was the abbot of Tendó monastery. Dógen frequently described and praised Nyojo's strict way of practice.
In the Mahayana sutras it is said that a bodhisattva attains buddha- hood after he progreses through fifty two steps. Especially, from the forty-first to the fiftieth steps are called the Ten Stages (jüchi) of a bodhisattva. The fifty-first is called togaku (equal enlightenment).
The eighty four thousand dharma-gates refers to all the teachings of the Buddha. 'Eighty four thousand' refers to an infinite number.
Nyorai zen (Tathagata-zen) is used to distinguish Chinese Zen from other kinds of Buddhist meditation. It refers to Zen practiced by the Tathagata or Zen transmitted from the Tathagata. It was also called Soshi-Zen (Zen of the Patriarch) because it was transmitted by the First Patriarch Bodhidharma.
This is a quotation from Shodóka (Zhengdaoge, the Song of Enlightenment of the Way) written by Yóka Genkaku (Yongji Xuanjue), a disciple of the Sixth Patriarch.
The worst hell is called abijigoku (avid in Sanskrit), where hell dwellers suffer from incessant pain. People who commit the five heinous sins (killing one's father, killing one's mother, killing an arhat, causing the Buddha's body to bleed, and causing disunity in the sangha.) will be destined for avid-hell.
Dharma-wheel is a translation for horin (dharma-cakra in Sanskrit) and refers to the Buddha's teachings. The word wheel has two meanings, firstly the Buddha's teachings are compared to an emperor's weapon because they crush all the evils committed by human beings. Secondly, the teachings are like a wheel which is turning and moving endlessly from one person to another.
This is a translation for the expression butsu ktijti, which means ever going beyond Buddha. In the Shobogenzo-Butsukojoji. Dogen said. " That which is called the matter of ever going beyond M Buddha is seeing Buddha after having reached buddhahood"
In the Shóbógenzó-Genjókóan, Dogen said. "When Buddhas are truly Buddhas, they do not perceive that they are Buddhas. Nevertheless, they are real Buddhas, and go on actualizing Buddha."
This means that Buddha is not an individual, but is actualized only by the concrete actions of practice. We should not attach ourselves even to buddhahood. This is the reason Dogen said in the Fukan-zazengi that we should not seek to become Buddha. And in the Shóbógenzó-Zazenshin, he said that sitting-Buddha (zazen) is killing Buddha.
The light is a translation of kómyó, a symbol of the wisdom of Buddhas and boddhisattvas which breaks through the darkness of ignorance and illuminates reality.
Konchin is a condition of mind; being heavy, being depressed, being in low spirits, feeling low, etc. Sanmn is also a condition of mind; being pulled by various thoughts and losing stability. In the Fukan-zazengi, Dogen said, "You must know that, true dharma manifests itself in zazen, and that, first of all, dullness and distraction are struck down."
The Third Patriarch was called Kanchi Sosan (Jianzhi Sengcan) [?-606]. Nothing is known about his life. This is a quotation from the Shinjinmei (Xinxinming).
A mirror is often used as a metephor for wisdom or the functions of Buddha-nature.
Wanshi Shógaku (Hongzhi Zhengjue) 1097-1157] was a contemporary of Daie S'oko (Dahui Zonggao) [1089-1169] who advocated koan practice and criticized the Soto way of practice calling it 'a false Zen of silent illumination' (mokusho-jazen). Wanshi wrote the Mokushomei in which he used this expression positively and clarified the essence of Mokushó-Zen (silent-illumination Zen). Mokusho-Zen was called shikantaza by Dogen.
This shows that zazen transcends the dichotomies such as subject- object, body-mind, delusion-enlightenment.
Buddha-dharma means the truth or reality to which the Buddha awakened, the teachings which show us reality, and the law or morality which brings life in accord whth reality or the teachings.
Mumyo (avidya in skt.) means the darkness of mind, the basic ignorance of human beings which prevents us from seeing reality as it is. It is the source of egocentricity. The first item of the twelve links of cause and effect which explain the origin of the condition of birth-and-death.
Life-and-death is a translation of shoji. This indicates the world of delusion in which deluded beings are transmigrating, that is, samsara.
A tademushi is an insect which eats tade (smartweed) which is famous for its bitter taste. There is a Japanese proverb. Tade kuu mushimo sukizuki (there is a bug which feeds on smartweed), which means that there is no accounting for taste.
Unknown.
This is a term used in the Tendai school. The ten realms consist of the six realms in samsara (the hell, the realms of hungry-ghosts, animals, fighting spirits (asura), human beings, and heavenly beings.) and the realms of the sravakas, pratyekabuddhas, bodhisattvas, and the Buddhas. The six realms are the worlds of deluded beings and the other four are those of sages. In the Tendai teachings it is said that each of the ten realms includes the other nine.
This is not an exact quotation but the story about the blind people and an elephant appears in the eleventh chapter of the Daihatsunehan- kyó (Mahaparinirvanasutra). This story is used in order to show that the views of blind people do not represent reality as a whole, yet they point to a part of reality. Each part or partial view is not the elephant itself, but there is no elephant apart from those views. There is no reality separate from individual experiences, but each conception formed by such experiences is not reality itself.
Defiled causation is a translation of uro no inga. Uro means something leaking, and refers to deluded desire. Defilement derives from attachment to egocentric life. Inga is cause and effect.
The Sanskrit word paramito means crossing over, salvation, reaching the other shore (Nirvana) the attainment of emancipation, the completion of practice. Prajnaparamita means perfect wisdom or completion of wisdom. The ultimate wisdom is seeing reality as it is without discrimination. So, this cannot be a kind of intellection or perception. Rather, when we let go of our thoughts in zazen we are free from preconceptions, prejudice, or ready-made value system. What Menzan wants to say is that our sitting practice is the practice of prajna, and the perfection of ultimate wisdom.
Buddhism was first introduced into China about the first Century B.C., And according to the Zen tradition Bodhidharma came to China in 527 A.D., It took several centuries for Chinese Buddhists to translate, study and systematize the whole library of the various sutras and other scriptures, and in the process, established a Chinese understanding of Buddhism. In the Zen tradition, practitioners insisted that they did not rely on any particular scripture, but on the direct transmission of Buddha's mind. This attitude of not relying on texts was connected with the movement of establishing their own Chinese Buddhism.
Greed (tonyoku), anger (shinni), and ignorance (guchi) are called the three poisonous minds, because they cause mental suffering and bring about various evil deeds which prevent us from practice and seeing things as they are. They are the causes of samsara, leading to the creation of the six realms.
Menzan interprets the transmigration in the six realms as the mental attitudes and conditions of human beings instead of reincarnation after death.
Sangai in Japanese. Yokkai, kamadhatu in skt.) is the realm of desire, where human beings live being pulled only by greed and sexual desire. Shikikai (rupa-dhatu) is the realm where human beings are free from sexual desire and other desires, and there are only fine materials. Mushikikai (arupa-dhatu in skt.) is a realm of no-form where no materials exist and meditative states are enjoyed.
Muki is something which is neither good nor evil, but neutral. A deed which is neutral does not bring about any effect.
Unen is a condition where one has discriminating thoughts toward objects. Munen is the condition in which one's mind does not work and no thoughts arise. Usually Unen is used in a negative sense as a conditon of deluded human mind, and munen (no thought) is used positively as a condition being free from discrimination . But here Menzan used both in a negative sense to show that our zazen should transcends both conditions.
Shikantaza literally means just sitting. This is one of the most important words in Dogen's teachings. Originally, shikantaza was an expression coined by Dogen's teacher Tendo Nyojo. Mention of shikantaza can be found in Dogen's Hokyoki, a record of his personal notes on his stay with Nyojo in China. Nyojo said, "Sanzen is dropping off body and mind. Incense burning, bowing, chanting nenbutsu, as well as repentance or reading sutras are unnecessary. Just (shikan) practice sitting."
Shikantaza may have two connotations, one is to exclusively practice zazen, another is to just sit and leave everything up to the zazen posture, without trying to concentrate or calm one's mind, contemplate something or struggle with a koan.
Original mind is a translation of honshin which means original and real mind prior to separation between subject and object, that is the true nature of the self.
DaienkyGchi is the Buddha's wisdom which reflects everything as it is. This wisdom is without defilement or distortion caused by egocentric views.
This is a quotation from the Shinjinmei (Xinxinming). The original word for emptiness is Kunin which is a kind of view or stage of mind to see that the three worlds are full of suffering, yet these are empty, so there is no need to worry.
Color and sound represent the six objects of the six sense-organs, that is, (1) Shiki (rupa), color and shape; (2) sho (sabda), sound; (3) ko (gandha), ordor; (4) mi (rasa), taste; (5) soku (sprastavya) touch or feeling; (6) ho (dharma), objects of the mind.
Nenkin means arising thought which is the same as unen.
Ryôgonkyô is a translation of the Suramgama-samadhi-nirdesa-sutra in which the Mahayana practice of samadhi is explained.
Tatami in Japanese. Tatami are thick straw mats laid on the floor inside Japanese houses.
Jôchi means a condition without defilement of desire or discrimination. This saying means that the desire to attain such a condition is itself caused by delusions.
The blue sky also indicates a condition without any clouds of thoughts. People often think that such a condition is enlightenment attained by the practice of zazen. What Menzan says in this piece is that our practice should not be a means to accomplish such a stage of mind. 
A burning house is a metaphor for the three worlds full of delusion, desire, pain and suffering. People are like children joyfully playing in the burning house. This metaphor is found in the Lotos-sutra
The land without defilement of delusion and desire in which enlightened Buddhas and bodhisattvas dwell.
Buddha-nature is a translation of bussho. This is usually used as the potential to become a Buddha. The sanskrit word dharmatá (hosshó) is the reality of all beings, and Buddhatá (busshó) is the reality of sentient beings. Therefore, buddha-nature is not potential, but the reality or Buddha itself.
Dharma-body is a translation of hosshin (dhanna-kaya) which means the body of ultimate reality, one of the three bodies of the Buddha.
Second-person (daininin) means someone other than that person. This refers to the reality beyond the dichotomy of self and others. This is a quotation from the Shóbógenzó-Busshó (Buddha- nature).
The word Menzan used is hishiryo. This word appeared in the Shinjinmei by Sosan the Third Patriarch. It was used as a key word for expressing the reality of zazen in a conversation between Zen master Yakusan Igen and one of his students. Dogen quoted the dialogue in the Fukan-zazengi and wrote his own commentary in the Sh6b6genz6-Zazenshin.
The five sufferings are the sufferings accompanying one's birth, the suffering of aging, the suffering of illness, the suffering of death, and the suffering of separating from those one loves. The eight sufferings include the five sufferings in addition to the suffering of meeting those one hates, the suffering of not getting what one seeks, and the suffering accompanying the growth of one's mind and body.
Since heavenly beings in Buddhism are still in the stage of trans- migration, they have to fall down from the heaven when the five omens appear. The omens are : (1) the flowers in the headdress wither; (2) sweating under the arms; (3) clothes becoming dirty; (4) the body emitting a bad smell; (5) and a disinclination to take one's own seat.
Bodaishin in Japanese, Bodhi-citta in Sanskrit. An abbreviation for Annutara-samyak-sambodhi-Citta. The mind which aspires to practice the Buddha-Way and work for the salvation of others. See the first chapter of the Gakudo-yójinshu.
The full name of the sutra is Saddharma-pundarika-sutra (the Sutra of the Lotus Flower of True Dharma).
Devadatta was a brother of Ananda and a cousin of Shakyamuni and became one of his disciples. It is said that he attempted to take over the leadership of the Buddhist sangha and tried to kill the Buddha for that purpose. The Buddha's prediction appears in the chapter of Devadatta of the Lotus-sutra.
This story also appears in the chapter of Devadatta of the Lotus- sutra.
The ten realms are hell, realms of hungry ghosts, animals, asura, human beings, heavenly beings, sravakas, pratyekabuddhas, bod- hisattvas, and Buddhas.
This sentence is quoted from the chapter of Tactfulness in the Lotus-sutra.
The stage of cause is a translation for In-i, the period of practice or training before attaining enlightenment and buddhahood. This is the stage of a bodhisattva who is practicing seeking the way toward buddhahood.
The stage of effect is a translation for kachi which means the stage of buddhahood attained as the result of bodhisattva practice.
Ingafuni is one of the ideas in ten not-two (Jippunimon) that is, body and mind, outside and inside, cause and effect, defilement and purity, person and circumstance, self and others, etc. are not two. When we read these phrases we should be careful about that not-two also means not-one at the same time. The basis of these ideas is Mahayana phylosophy of sunyata (emptiness) I
This is a translation for the expression "zushin-bishin which means being right from the beginning to the end.
This is a quotation from the Shódóka (the Song of Enlightenment) by Yóka Genkaku (Yongjia Xuanjue).
The original word used here is sangikő, which is an abbreviation of sandai-asögikö 'three great innumerable kalpas'. Kalpa means an immeasurably long period of time; aeon. Its length is metaphorically explained, for instance, as the period required for one to empty a city full of poppy seeds by taking away one seed every three years. The sanskrit word asamkhya means countless, and is the unit for a high number. According to some sutras, it takes three innumerable kalpas for a bodhisattva to complete the practices necessary to become a Buddha. Therefore, this sentence means that one can attain buddhahood immediately without long time of practice.
Here, Menzan raises the question and in the reply discusses the practitioner's attitude towards life based cm zazen practice.
The Japanese expression eshin means to turn one's mind to the Buddha-Way. In the Lotus-sutra there is an expression eshókódai which means to turn one's mind from Hinayana toward Mahay ana, that is. from the attitude of practice for the sake of attaining one's personal salvation toward the attitude of practice based on the reality before separation between self and others. Menzan here considers that to practice in order to eliminate delusive thoughts and become no-mind is the Hinayana attitude because such practice itself is based on discrimination or adoption and rejection.
Original-face (homrai no menmoku) implies the true self, the true nature of the self. Usually we wear various masks (persona) in our daily living in the society according to our own self-image or social status or ocupation. And we simply believe that is our which is merely a product of our thoughts. To practice zazen is to let go of such self-images.
The three good realms are the realms of asura, human beings, and heavenly beings. The three evil realms are hell. the realm of hungry ghosts and the realm of animals.
Kistken and shujóseken in Japanese. Ki means a container. Seken means the world. In Buddhist philosophy, the world is classified into these two elements. One is kiseken as a container or a circumstance of human beings, and the other is shujoseken the world of human beings which is the ten realms (the six realms of samsara, sravaka, pratyekabuddha, bodhisattva, and Buddha). Some say shujóseken implies the first nine realms and the realm of the Buddha is different. In this piece, it seems that Menzan applys this word only to the six realms.
The Japanese expression is shoji-shutsuri, shóji means life-and-death, shutsuri means to get out. to apart, or to leave, so to get free from the blindness of delusion and desire. Shutsuri is also used to become a monk or a nun leaving one's worldly home and enter the family of the Buddha.
The Japanese word is gedatsu which means to be released from suffering based on delusions and desires and become free. Spiritual liberation.
Shóken in Japanese, vyavolokayati in Sanskrit. The literal meaning of the Chinese characters is to illuminate and see thoroughly. This is used in the Mahaprajnaparamita-hrdaya-sutra (Hannya-skingyo) as follows: "When the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara was engaged in the practice of the deep Prajnaparamita. he perceived that there are the five Skandhas. and these he saw in their self-nature to be empty." (translated by D.T. Suzuki) 
This means our mind is empty. As Menzan mentioned above, the ten realms are created by one-mind, and yet we should not think that the one-mind has some kind of substance. Mahayana Buddhism is based on the philosophy of emptiness (kit in Japanese, sunyata in Sanskrit) of both subject and objects. In order to explain emptiness which cannot be grasped by concepts, Buddhist philosophers use various terms such as tathata, true-self, one-mind, original-face, dharma-body of the Buddha, buddha-mind, etc. We must be careful not to grasp these terms as a kind of substantial existance.
Since it is empty it can be dropped off. To be dropped off is a translation of the Japanese word datsuraku which means to be released, or liberated.
The threefold pure precepts is a translation for sanjujókai.
	Shoritsugikai, the precept of avoiding all evil deeds. This includes the ten major precepts and the forty-eight minor precepts mentioned in the Bonmokyo (Brahma-net sutra). The ten major precepts are: not to kill or induce others to kill; not to steal or make others steal; not to engage in or make others engage in sexual intercourse ; not to lie or make others lie; not to sell or make others sell intoxicating liquors; not to talk of or make others talk of faults of a bodhisattva, monk, or nun; not to praise oneself and abuse others or make others do so; not to be mean or make others be mean; not to give vent to anger and treat others harshly or make others do so, and not to abuse or make others abuse the three treasures (i.e. Buddha, dharma, and Sangha).
Shózenbókai, the precept of doing all good deeds according to the buddha-dharma; and (3) Shóshujókaik, the precept of embracing and benefitting living beings. The first two are for benefitting one self and the last one is for benefitting others with compassion.
To transfer is a translation for eko, to offer the merit or virtue of one's good deeds to others so that they may attain the Buddha-Way. In the thoughts of transmigration, the effect of ones deeds (karma) have to be received individually by oneself. There is no possibility to be released from the cycle of causality by help from others. Mahayana Buddhism puts emphasis on transcending the cycle of transmigration within the six realms by the wisdom of emptiness. And this transfering is also possible because of the emptiness of all things, that is, the transcendency of individuality. So, emptiness and egolessness is the basis of our practice to be released from egocentricity and to work for others.
The three virtues (santoku) are: ontoku, the virtue of benefitting living beings \dantoku, the virtue of breaking all delusions and desires; and chitoku, the virtue of illuminating the reality with wisdom.
The three bodies (sanshin) are: hoshin (dharma-kaya), the body of the ultimate reality which is beyond all forms; hojin (sambhoga-kaya), the body of a Buddha received as the result of his meritorious practices as a bodhisattva; ójin (nirmana-kaya), a body of a Buddha manifested to correspond to the different needs and capacities of living beings in order to lead them to attain buddhahood.
A persimmon is a popular fruit in Japan. There are two kinds of persimmons. One kind becomes sweet when it ripen. Another kind of persimmons never become sweet on the trees, but when it is skinned and dried, becomes very sweet. People eat them during winter as a snack.
This is a quotation from the Rinzairoku (Linji-lu). Rinzai continued, "If you grasp this thoroughly, you will not be turned around by the objects but use them wherever you are."
Hishiryo in Japanese.
Ego is a translation of shinga, atman in Sanskrit, which is thought as the substance of one's self.
In the Jóshúroku (Zhaozhoulu), the collection of sayings of Zhaozhou Congshen, this dialogue is as follows: Joshu told the assembly, "Before the world appearred, this nature had already been there. When the world utterly disintegrates, this nature will not break apart."
A monk asked, "What is that nature ?" Joshu replied, "The five aggregates and four elements." The monk asked again, "But these disintegrate. What is the indestructable nature ?"
Joshu replied, "The four elements and five aggregates."
Daizui Hoshin (Dasui Fazhen) [834-919]. This dialogue is the twenty ninth case of the Hekiganroku and the thirtieth case of the Shoyoroku.
Kalpagni is a Sanskrit word for goka which is the fire at the end of the kalpa of destruction. In the Buddhist cosmology, it is said that the universe has a cycle of four periods, the kalpa of creation in which the universe is formed, the kalpa of sustenance in which the universe maintains its complete system, the kalpa of destruction in which the universe is destroyed by a great fire, and the kalpa of emptiness. The duration of each period is twenty small kalpas.
Shuzanshu	is the nickname of Ryusai Shoshu (Longji Shaoxiu) [?-?]. This dialogue also appears in the thirtieth case of the Shoyoroku.
In the Shobogenzo Jinshin-inga (Deep Faith in Cause and Effect) Dogen said, "The principle of cause-and-effect is clear and is never partial to anyone. One who does evil things falls into evil realms and one who does good things rises to good realms. If cause-and-effect is negated and does not function, no Buddha appears in this world, the Patriarch never comes from the West. First of all, no living beings could see the Buddha and listen to the dharma. The principle of cause-and-effect was not understood by Confucius or Lao-tze, only the Buddhas and Patriarchs clarified and transmitted it. Students in the decadent age, because of lack of good fortune, are not able to encounter a true teacher and hear the true dharma. This is why they can not understand cause-and-effect. If you negate cause-and-effect, you will receive a lot of suffering. Even if one has no faults other than negation of cause-and-effect, the poison of this mistaken view will bring about terrible suffering. Therefore, students, if you arouse bodhi-mind and wish to repay the gratitude for the vast compassion of the Buddhas and Patriarchs, immediately understand the principle of cause-and-effect."
Koshi [551-479], one of the most famous philosophers in China, the founder of Confucianism.
Roshi [?-? around 4th century B.C.], is regarded as the founder of Taoism.
Sago in Japanese, which literally means making karma by doing something through body and mind, which is the cause of painful or joyful effects according to the nature of the deeds.
This phrase is picked up from the verse of the precepts of the seven Buddhas as a guide to the Buddhist way of life. The verse is as follows. "Refrain from all evil, carry out all good, purify your own mind; this is the teaching of all Buddhas.
The three times of karma (maturing and bringing about its effect). The three different periods designate when good or bad karma done in the present life matures. They are: jungengo, reward or retribution of karma in the present life; junjigo, reward or retribution of karma in the next life ; and jungogo, reward or retribution of karma in a life after the next. In the Shobogenzo-Sanjigo, Dogen said, "When we learn and practice the way of the Buddhas and Patriarchs, from the outset, we must clearly understand this principle of the three times of retribution of karma. Otherwise, many of us fall into evil views. Not only that, but we will also go down to the evil realms and receive suffering for a long period of time. Unless we continue to carry out goodness, we will lose many of our virtues, we will be obstructed in the way of awareness. How regrettable this is!"
Confucius and his disciples stayed at the border of Chin (Chen) and Sai (Cai). When they were to leave there for the country of Só (Chu), they were encircled in a field by the army of Chin and Sai preventing them from going. They ran out of food, and many of them became sick from starvation. At the time, one of the disciples asked Confucius, "Does a wiseman also have such an insurmountable difficulty?" Confucius replied, 'Yes, of course, a wiseman has hard times. But he does not become upset like a timid one."
Gankai (Yanhun) [521-490 (481) B.C.]. One of the most important disciples of Confucius. Though he was poor, he devoted himself into studying. He was so intelligent that when he heard one he understood ten. He was regarded as the most virtuous person. He died young when he was thirty-two (some say forty-one) years old.
Prince Hikan (Bigan) was a loyal minister of the In (Yin) dynasty. He was the uncle of the king Chu (Zhou) who was known as a tyrant. Since he tried to dissuade the king from doing violent deeds, he was rent at the chest and killed.
Shikótei (Shihuangdi) [?-210 B.C.] was the first emperor of the Shin (Qin) dynasty, who was famous for building the Great Wall, and for cruel deeds..
Tóseki (Daozhi) [?-?] was a legendary thief who had several thousand men under his command.
Daishun (Dashun) [?-?] was a legendary Chinese emperor, he was given the throne from the emperor Gyo (Yao) because of his virtue.
The emperor Ketsu (Jie) was the last emperor of the Ka (Xia) dynasty.
The emperor Chú (Zhou) was the last emperor of the In (Yin) dynasty. Ketsu and Chú were regarded as the representatives of Chinese tyrannical emperors.'
Bendówa (Talk on the Practice of the Way) is the first volume of the ninety-five volume edition of the Shóbógenzó. It was written in Kyoto in 1231 when Dogen was thirty-two-years old. In Bendówa Dogen explains the fundamental importance of practicing zazen and recommends zazen to those seeking the true Way both monks and lay people.
This is one of the volumes of the Shóbógenzó written in 1244 at Yoshimine-dera where Dogen and his disciples stayed during Daibutsuji (later renamed Eiheiji) was under construction. The meaning of the title is "the samadhi which is the king of all samadhis".
The ancient Buddha is a translation for kobutsu. In the Shóbógenzó out of respect, Dogen called Joshu, Wanshi, and Tendo kobutsu.
According to the Buddhist legend, there were seven Buddhas in the past, the seventh of whom was Shakyamuni Buddha.
This is one of the volumes of the Shobogenzo written at Koshoji in 1242 when Dogen was forty three years old. He left Kyoto to go to Echizen (presently Fukui Prefecture) in the next year. The meaning of the title is the accupuncture-needle of zazen [to heal] human sickness that is, delusions, or the accupuncture-needle to heal sickness caused by mistakenly practiced zazen.
Yakusan Igen (Yaoshan Weiyan) [751-834] was one of the disciples of Sekito Kisen (Shitou Xigian). Kódó (Hongdao) was his honorific name given by the emperor.
To fulfill both a crack or a valley means it permeates into both small place and vacant space. In other words, the deeds are universal.
Shóbógenzó-Zuimonki is a collection of Dogen's informal dharma talk recorded by his dharma successor Ejo.
This is one of the volumes of the Shóbógenzó written in 1243 in the year when Dögen left Kyoto for Echizen. While the Fukan-zazengi is written in Chinese, this Zazengi is written in Japanese.
Sanzen usually means to visit a master and practice with him, or to have a personal interview with the teacher. According to Dögen, however, sanzen is sitting zazen itself.
This is a reference to the place under the bodhi-tree, where Shakyamuni Buddha sat when he completed the Way.
Mt. Öbai (Hongmei) is where the monastery of the Fifth Patriarch Könin (Hongren) [688-761] was located. Dogen's reference to him is intended to indicate that just sitting is the fundamental practice. The Fifth Patriarch represents the time before the division of Zen into the Northern and Southern schools, Sötö and Rinzai, etc..
Kasaya in Sanskrit. A surplice which Buddhist monks wear over their robes. It symbolizes the Buddha's robe.
Zafu is a round cushion packed with kapok, on which we sit when we practice zazen.
Zaniku is a thick square mat.
Once Menzan was the abbot of Zenjöji in Higo (presently Kumamoto Prefecture).


